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CURRICULA CONTINUUM 
EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH EIGHTH GRADE 

 
INFANTS, TODDLERS, AND TWOS 
 
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Social-emotional development includes the child’s experience, expression, and management of emotions and the ability to 
establish positive and rewarding relationships with others.  Infants and toddlers experience, express, and perceive emotions 
before they fully understand them.  We provide young children with skills that encourage connections with family, peers, 
teachers, and the community.  We assist them as they become more competent in negotiating complex social interactions, 
participating in relationships and group activities, and in reaping the benefits of social support.  Our focus on social-emotional 
development is built upon the following foundations:  

• Interactions with adults                   • Recognition of ability  
• Relationships with adults                • Expression of emotion  
• Interactions with peers                    • Empathy 
• Relationships with peers                 • Emotion regulation  
• Identity of self in relation to others  

  
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Cognitive development refers to the process of growth and change in intellectual or mental abilities such as thinking, reasoning, 
and understanding.  This includes the acquisition and consolidation of knowledge.  Infants and toddlers draw on their social-
emotional, language, perceptual, and motor experiences, and their abilities for cognitive development.  We play an essential role 
in supporting the cognitive development of infants and toddlers by providing healthy interpersonal and social-emotional 
contexts in which cognitive development unfolds.  We provide a responsive environment as the base from which children can 
fully engage in behaviors and interactions that promote learning.  Young children are active, motivated, and engaged learners 
who possess an impressive range of cognitive competencies in learning through exploration.  We optimize early cognitive 
development by establishing relationships that provide infants and toddlers with a secure base for exploration and discovery.  
We provide environments that offer a mix of novelty, familiarity, and appropriate challenges.  Our focus on cognitive 
development is built upon the following foundations: 

• Cause-and-Effect                         • Number Sense    
• Spatial Relationships                     • Classification 
• Problem Solving                           • Symbolic Play 
• Imitation                                      • Attention Maintenance 
• Memory                                      • Understanding Personal Care Routines 

  
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
Infant and toddler language development occurs in the context of relationships.  Language development occurs naturally 
through ongoing interactions with adults.  Infants have an inborn capacity to learn language which emerges by experiencing 
language input from adults.  Experiences with language allow infants and toddlers to acquire mastery of sounds, grammar, and 
rules which guide communication and to share meaning with others.  We intentionally include language through responsive 
interactions with infants and toddlers.  We plan experiences that actively engage children in communication.  Our focus on 
language development is built upon the following foundations: 

• Receptive Language 
• Expressive Language 
• Communication Skills and Knowledge 
• Interest in Print 
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PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 
Perception is the process of taking in, organizing, and interpreting sensory information.  Perception is multimodal, with multiple 
sensory input contributing to motor responses.  Motor development unfolds with perceptual development.  Motor development 
refers to changes in a child’s ability to control body movements.  Gross motor actions include the movement of large limbs or 
the whole body, while fine motor behaviors include the use of fingers to grasp and manipulate.  We make certain that there are 
plenty of opportunities for movement and large motor play, both indoors and outdoors.  The classroom setting is arranged with 
the child’s ease of movement and safety in mind.  We offer a variety of sensory and motor experiences and materials.  Our 
focus on perceptual and motor development is built upon the following foundations: 

• Perceptual Development 
• Gross Motor Development 
• Fine Motor Development 

 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES   
  
MUSIC  meets twice weekly              
Program: Music Together- biannual new song collection, Center for Music and Young Children  
Description: experience melody and rhythm through an artfully conceived flow of songs, rhythmic chants, finger plays, and 
movement activities; experience instrumental "play-alongs" with a variety of percussion instruments  
Melody: use the voice to speak, chant, and sing; identify high and low; improvise simple instrumental accompaniments to 
songs, recorded selections, stories, and poems 
Rhythm/Expression: move or use body percussion to demonstrate awareness of beat and tempo; use body movement to 
respond to dynamics and tempo; participate in finger plays; improvise songs to accompany games and play-time activities 
Cultural/Historical Context: use a personal vocabulary to describe music from diverse cultures; use developmentally 
appropriate movements in responding to music from various genres and periods 
Listening: follow song stories; identify the sources of a wide variety of sounds 
  
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly for Ones and Twos 
Text: Spark, Early Childhood - School Specialty 
Description: practice safe, developmentally appropriate movement activities in a supportive environment; enjoy a variety of 
activities; move more confidently and competently; begin to integrate movement, thought, and language 
Fundamental Motor Skills: practice body and spatial awareness, listening skills, following directions; begin to identify body 
parts as age appropriate; practice loco-motor and non-loco-motor skills; demonstrate gross motor coordination, levels, 
pathways, rates of movement, directionality, laterality; show creativity and ability to problem solve 
Structured and Unstructured Physical Activities: demonstrate movement readiness, rhythm, balance, creative expression, 
and general coordination  
Large and Small Object Manipulation: develop hand-eye coordination; toss to self, catch, and roll a ball; practice underhand 
and overhand throw; improve accuracy tracking; explore independent movement choice; demonstrate cooperation  
Social Development: develop the ability to participate in a group setting; seek out group activities for a variety of reasons; 
enjoy active participation; experience and model inclusion during group activities  
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Early Literacy: encounter (experience, listen to, and view) a wide variety of titles, responsive to the developmental 
characteristics of infants and toddlers: concept books, wordless books, picture books, and informational texts; listen to stories, 
nursery rhymes, poems, finger plays; explore puppets and realia; develop phonemic awareness; enjoy rhythm and repetition; 
explore selections linked to classroom themes 
 
STEAM  meets once weekly for Twos 
Subject Integration: engage in developmentally appropriate experiments and experiences in physical and life science, art, and 
math, (counting and measurement); design and construct structures and solutions; explore technology using a SMART table; 
participate in ECC garden activities; listen to and discuss informational texts related to STEAM themes 
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PRESCHOOL 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Count on Math – Gryphon House 
Number Sense: practice one to one correspondence; understand quantities; recognize order relationships; understand adding to 
and taking away; sort by color and size; count by 1’s; recognize numbers 1-10; order numbers 1-5 
Algebra and Functions: match colors and shapes; classify objects by size; recognize differences; create, extend, and recognize 
patterns 
Measurement: compare objects; balance objects using a scientific scale; compare color and size; use comparative vocabulary 
(e.g. bigger and smaller); measure using graphs and measuring tape 
Geometry: identify shapes; construct shapes; identify and duplicate curved lines and straight lines 
Mathematical Reasoning: understand the order of sequence (first, last, top, middle, bottom, behind, line up); solve problems 
using critical thinking skills, graphs, and charts; recognize patterns with a variety of attributes 
  
LANGUAGE AND LITERACY 
Text: Literacy Chest - Lakeshore                        
Language: identify words that rhyme; blend sounds; learn and recite simple rhymes; ask questions and make comments related 
to current topic of discussion; learn and incorporate new vocabulary in spoken communication; use sentences of increasing 
length 
Literacy: recognize and identify letters of the alphabet; recognize words and names; understand the makeup of a book 
including title, author, and illustrator; identify front and back of book; demonstrate comprehension through dramatic play and 
verbal expression. 
  
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
Text: Get Set for School - Webcrafters 
Supplemental Text: Literacy Chest - Lakeshore 
Listening: understand and follow simple directions to complete tasks; learn to listen purposefully; learn to focus attention 
Speaking: use language for a variety of purposes; use expressive language in complete sentences; learn and incorporate new 
vocabulary; begin to retell sequences of stories 
Pre-Reading: recognize and identify letters of the alphabet; recognize similarities and differences in objects, pictures, and 
letters; begin to use left/right orientation 
Pre-Writing: recognize and identify straight and curved lines; create straight and curved lines; work with Mat Man to assist 
with sequencing and organization; maintain sustained attention while imitating start/stop skill; develop basic control of tools 
used in drawing, coloring, and writing  
  
SCIENCE 
Introduction to: 
Physical Science: identify primary and secondary colors; distinguish the differences between the five senses; understand 
scientific concepts through exploration of magnets, use of sensory bins, participation in experiments (e.g., sink or float), and 
weekly STEAM integration; learn how things work through engineering; discover through trial and error  
Earth Science: understand the differences in weather and correlation to the season; investigate habitats (city, farm, jungle, 
forest, ocean); understand the concept of Earth preservation (reduce, reuse, and recycle); encourage curiosity about weather 
Life Science: study the life cycle of plants, insects, and animals (mammals, birds, and sea life); explore the outdoor 
environment through gardening; experiment with scientific tools independently of adults; increase self-awareness and identify 
body parts 
Health, Safety, and Nutrition: learn to care for a healthy body (e.g.: dental visit, hand washing, germ busters, food pyramid, 
exercise); differentiate food groups (healthy vs. unhealthy foods); learn and practice personal safety (fire, water, seat-belt, 
helmet, school rules, stranger awareness) 
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HISTORY/SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: Easy Activities for Building Social Skills – Scholastic 
All About Me: learn and practice care for self and possessions; recognize strengths within self; express feelings in positive 
ways; develop self-control and self-confidence; identify role in class and family 
Community Awareness: respect others' feelings and possessions through listening and positive communication; learn 
cooperative play and sharing with others; understand what it means to be a good citizen; understand family units; discover the 
roles and functions within a community 
Cultural Understanding: recognize and accept differences in others; learn through things that are familiar and meaningful; 
study family traditions within class through use of pictures; respond to the introduction of art, music, literature, and foods of 
many cultures; understand uniqueness through holiday celebrations 
 
LIFE SKILLS 
Character Development: develop independence and self-confidence which foster self-care and sufficiency; build daily life 
skills which promote empowerment and healthy self-esteem; develop positive habits and a good moral compass; integrate skills 
into play; build essential skills related to keeping the world organized; practice application of skills for mastery in order to meet 
goals; recognize character attributes 
 
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Text: Easy Activities for Building Social Skills - Scholastic 
Self: identify feelings; recognize strengths; promote the development of self-concept, self-control, and self-confidence; learn 
self-regulation 
Social Interaction: recognize feelings of others; strengthen listening skills; take turns sharing; understand and gain knowledge 
of families and communities; learn to value differences in others with acceptance 
Relationships: develop an attitude of cooperation; appropriately express needs; develop and establish social relationships; 
refine the ability to control emotional responses; learn to delay gratification; build positive social skills and healthy emotional 
relationships 
  
VISUAL ARTS      
Introduction to: 
Artistic Perception: distinguish different colors; recognize different shades of color and light intensity; recognize geometric 
shapes regardless of size, color, or angle; create a picture from memory; experience a variety of art mediums (modeling dough, 
paint, crayons)  
Art Elements: develop creativity; create visual knowledge; enhance communication skills; develop knowledge of the six 
elements: line, form, space, shape, texture, and color; observe, communicate, and collaborate on artistic products 
Techniques and Skills:  enhance fine motor skills through use and manipulation of tools; participate in construction of 
collages; paint using a variety of mediums and tools; learn drawing skills (e.g.: circles, recognizable representations, self-
representation); use modeling substances; build three-dimensional structures; store and recall information perceived with the 
eyes (sequencing and object placement); use trial and error to create works of art that display desired outcomes 
  
 
 ENRICHMENT CLASSES  
 
MUSIC  meets twice weekly                   
Program: Music Together- biannual new song collection, Center for Music and Young Children  
Description: experience melody and rhythm through an artfully conceived flow of songs, rhythmic chants, finger plays, and 
movement activities; experience instrumental "play-alongs" with a variety of percussion instruments  
Melody: use the voice to speak, chant, and sing; identify high and low; improvise simple instrumental accompaniments to 
songs, recorded selections, stories, and poems 
Rhythm/Expression: move or use body percussion to demonstrate awareness of beat and tempo; use body movement to 
respond to dynamics and tempo; participate in finger plays; improvise songs to accompany games and play-time activities 
Cultural/Historical Context: use a personal vocabulary to describe music from diverse cultures; use developmentally 
appropriate movements in response to music from various genres and periods 
Listening: follow song stories; identify the sources of a wide variety of sounds 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly  
Text: Spark - Early Childhood, School Specialty 
Loco-motor Skills: practice walking, running, jumping, galloping, hopping, side sliding, skipping, galloping, and leaping 
Movement: practice movements by changing levels, pathways, tempo, directions, and relationships (near, far, over, under, on, 
off, in, out, around, between, through) 
Fitness: lead active lives and maintain acceptable levels of fitness; pursue a variety of physical activities for exercise and 
personal enjoyment; participate in physical activities for social interaction  
Manipulative Skills: toss ball to self and catch; roll ball to partner; toss bean bag to a target; participate in parachute play while 
working with others; experiment with a variety of travel 
Motor Skills:  jump inside a hula hoop; jump over small ropes; crawl through tunnels on hands and knees 
Non-Competitive Games: participate in Flufferball Fun, Hoop It Up, Beanbag Bonanza, Have a Ball, Fancy Feet, and Rope 
Action  
Social Skills: demonstrate positive listening skills and follow directions; share general space and spot markers with others; 
demonstrate kindness toward others  
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital resources-PebbleGo Emergent Learner database, Tumblebook (e-book) Library 
Library Instruction: experience rich literary encounters; examine a wide range of titles, responsive to the developmental 
characteristics of preschool age children, including: picture books, concept books, fairy and folktales, wordless books, 
informational books; listen to stories, nursery rhymes, poems, finger plays; explore puppets and realia; develop phonemic 
awareness; enjoy rhythm and repetition; explore selections linked to classroom themes; identify and explain parts of a book; 
describe author, illustrator, plot, setting, and characters 
 
STEAM  meets twice weekly  
Subject Integration: engage in developmentally appropriate experiments and experiences in physical and life science, art, and 
math, (counting and measurement); design and construct structures and solutions; explore technology using a SMART table; 
participate in ECC garden activities; listen to and discuss informational texts related to STEAM themes 
  
RELIGION 
Curriculum: Five Minute Devotions for Children by Pamela Kennedy 
Worship: attend chapel weekly in the church with the Chaplain; participate in prayer, singing, and birthday recognitions 
Study: learn characteristics and behavior traits of a variety of animals which correspond to core values (e.g.: sharing, 
encouragement, and cooperation) 
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PRE-KINDERGARTEN - JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Get Set For School - Numbers and Math, Webcrafters 
Supplemental Text:  CA Preschool Curriculum Framework, California Department of Education  
Number Sense: match one-to-one to 10 objects; count sets of 10 objects; recognize totals, exclusive of arrangement; recognize 
a set of up to three without counting; compare sets using more and fewer; identify numerals in positions; match numerals and 
quantities; write numerals to 10; count and label sets to 10; take objects away to find out how many are left using counting; 
share a set of objects evenly with two or three classmates; divide one whole object into two equal parts 
Algebra and Functions (Classifications and Patterning): sort objects by color, size, shape, and function/type; identify, 
describe, duplicate, and extend growing patterns; identify objects or pictures as the same or different 
Measurement: make a direct comparison of size; compare size of two objects using big and small; compare length of two 
objects using long and short; compare two objects using tall and short; compare weight of two objects using heavy and light; 
compare width of two objects using narrow and wide; order three objects by size; use uniform objects (nonstandard units) to 
measure; sequence events in time; connect events with general times, such as day or night 
Geometry: identify and describe circles, squares, rectangles, triangles, ovals, stars, diamonds, hearts, octagons, and hexagons; 
identify shapes within a group; recognize that shapes can be the same even if positioned differently; recognize that shapes can 
be even if sizes differ; match shapes of same size, shape, and orientation; identify position or location using "in and out", 
"before and after", "left and right", "above and below", "over and under", "top", "middle", and "bottom" 
Mathematical Reasoning: identify and reproduce a pattern; introduce critical thinking; recognize spatial relationships; teach 
ordering and sequencing; introduce use of bar and real graphs 
  
LANGUAGE AND LITERACY 
Text:  SRA/Open Court Reading Pre-K - SRA/McGraw Hill 
Supplemental Text:  Get Set For School - Language and Literacy, Webcrafters 
Language: recognize alphabet letters; recognize the sound associated with each alphabet letter; distinguish the difference 
between pictures and printed words; identify parts of speech; blend sounds; distinguish the difference between words which 
rhyme and words which do not; begin to use left/right orientation; foster segmentation and syllabic awareness 
Literacy: support the development of oral language and early literacy through books, stories, and poems; distinguish the 
various parts of a book; foster comprehension skills; distinguish between reality and fantasy; sequence the components of a 
story 
  
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
Text: Get Set For School - Language and Literacy, Get Set For School - Word Time, and Get Set For School - Readiness & 
Writing - Webcrafters 
Listening: understand and follow directions to complete tasks; increase attention and the ability to focus; distinguish sounds; 
recognize correlation between sounds, words, and sentences; retell a story; expand vocabulary 
Speaking: use language for a variety of purposes; incorporate new vocabulary; use expressive language in complete sentences; 
participate in “Share Time”; ask and respond to questions; talk about feelings and experiences; use descriptive words 
Reading: begin association of alphabet sounds; recognize differences between upper and lower case letters; use left/right 
orientation; tell the difference between a written sentence, word, and letter; recognize own name in print; imitate reading 
behaviors when handling books 
Writing: develop basic control of tools used in drawing, coloring, and writing; hold pencil correctly; copy lines and symbols; 
write upper and lower case letters of the alphabet, as well as numbers; begin formation of letters beginning at the top; develop 
habits for writing 
  
SCIENCE 
Physical Science: distinguish the differences between the five senses; understand scientific concepts through exploration using 
magnets and sensory bins; perform experiments (sink or float); participate in  weekly STEAM class; learn how things work 
through engineering; discover through trial and error; foster vocabulary and expand understanding of concepts   
Earth Science: understand the differences in weather and correlation to the season; learn different habitats (city, farm, jungle, 
forest, ocean); understand the concept of Earth preservation (reduce, reuse, and recycle); enhance curiosity and weather 
awareness 
Life Science: study the life cycle of plants, insects, and animals (mammals, birds, and sea life); explore outdoors through 
gardening; experiment with scientific tools independently 
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Health, Safety, and Nutrition: learn how to care for a healthy body through topics related to dental visit, hand washing, germ 
busters, food pyramid, exercise; differentiate between food groups (healthy vs. unhealthy foods); understand personal safety 
(e.g.: fire, water, seat-belt, helmet, school rules, stranger awareness) 
  
 HISTORY/SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: Easy Activities for Building Social Skills by Nancy Jolson Leber 
All About Me: practice care for self and possessions; recognize strengths within self; express feelings in positive ways; develop 
self-control and self-confidence; identify role in class and family; recognize strengths and differences among ourselves 
Community Awareness: respect others' feelings and possessions through listening and positive communication; encourage 
cooperative play and sharing with others; model good citizenship; understand family units; discover the roles and functions 
within a community; participate in school visits by local community helpers (dental hygienist, fire department, and police 
department) 
Cultural Understanding: recognize the differences and uniqueness of others; learn through things that are familiar and 
meaningful; participate in the study of family traditions within class through books, technology, and guest visitors; introduce 
cultural understanding through art, music, literature, and foods of many cultures; understand uniqueness through the study of 
various holiday celebrations 
  
VISUAL ARTS    
Artistic Perception: distinguish different colors; recognize different shades of color and light intensity; recognize geometric 
shapes regardless of size, color, or angle; create a picture from memory; explore a variety of art materials (modeling dough, 
paint, crayons); foster creativity in the various art mediums 
Art Elements: explore colors, shapes, forms, and textures 
Techniques and Skills : enhance fine motor skills through use and manipulation of tools; make collages; paint using a variety 
of mediums; draw circles, recognizable representations, self-representation; sculpt using a variety of substances; build three-
dimensional structures;  store and recall information perceived with the eyes (sequencing and object placement); use trial and 
error to create works of art that display desired outcomes 
  
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Self: demonstrate self-confidence and gain self-worth; accept rules and limits; respect authority; show a willingness to try new 
things; express feelings in an age appropriate fashion; participate in activities; learn self-help skills; play independently 
Social Interaction: develop peer friendships; work and play well with others; share and take turns; show consideration for 
others; initiate play activities   
Relationships: separate from parents at appropriate times; use words to resolve problems or conflicts; communicate with peers 
and adults 
  
LIFE SKILLS 
Character Development: exhibit self-help skills such as dressing themselves, attending to personal hygiene, and caring for 
personal belongings; take responsibility for own actions; show empathy and caring for the natural world, including plants and 
animals; demonstrate an understanding of character attributes 
             
  
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  
 
MUSIC  meets once weekly                   
Program: Music Together- biannual new song collection, Center for Music and Young Children  
Description: experience melody and rhythm through an artfully conceived flow of songs, rhythmic chants, finger plays, and 
movement activities; participate in instrumental "play-alongs" with a variety of percussion instruments  
Melody: use the voice to speak, chant, and sing; identify high and low; improvise simple instrumental accompaniments to 
songs, recorded selections, stories, and poems 
Rhythm/Expression: move or use body percussion to demonstrate awareness of beat and tempo; use body movement to 
respond to dynamics and tempo; participate in finger plays; improvise songs to accompany games and play-time activities 
Cultural/Historical Context: use a personal vocabulary to describe music from diverse cultures; use developmentally 
appropriate movements in responding to music from various genres and periods 
Listening: follow song stories; identify the sources of a wide variety of sounds 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Text: Spark, Early Childhood - School Specialty  
Loco-motor Skills: practice walking, running, jumping, galloping, hopping, side-sliding, skipping, and leaping 
Movement: identify and use a variety of movement concepts by showing different variations of levels, pathways, tempo, 
directions, and relationships (near, far, over, under, on, off, in, out, around, between, through) 
Fitness: eagerly participate in physical activity; demonstrate enjoyment of activities; make an effort to try new skills   
Manipulation Skills:  walk a balance beam; catch and toss a ball to oneself, catch and toss a ball to a partner; bounce a ball to 
oneself, bounce a ball to another; run with control; climb an age appropriate structure; pedal a tricycle 
Non-Competitive Games; participate in parachute play; respond to songs about slow and fast; participate in Hoop It Up and 
Musical Hoops; respond to "red light green light";  perform circuit dance; participate in Flufferball Fun, Beanbag Bonanza, 
Have a Ball, Fancy Feet, Rope Action, Bounce and Catch  
Social Skills: display kindness, helpfulness, generosity; reflect appropriate social skills, and discuss feelings; reflect attitude of 
fair play 
 
RELIGION 
Curriculum: Five Minute Devotions for Children by Pamela Kennedy 
Worship: attend chapel weekly in the church with the Chaplain; participate in prayer, singing, and birthday recognition 
Study: learn characteristics and behavior traits of a variety of animals which correspond to core values (e.g.: sharing, 
encouragement, and cooperation 
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital resources-PebbleGo Emergent Learner database, Tumblebook (e-book) Library 
Library Instruction: experience rich literary encounters; examine a wide range of titles, responsive to the developmental 
characteristics of pre-kindergarten children, including: picture books, concept books, fairy and folktales, wordless books, 
informational books; listen to stories, nursery rhymes, poems, finger plays; explore puppets and realia; develop phonemic 
awareness; enjoy rhythm and repetition; explore selections linked to classroom themes; identify and explain parts of a book; 
describe author, illustrator, plot, setting, and characters 
 
STEAM  meets once weekly 
Subject Integration: engage in developmentally appropriate experiments and experiences in physical and life science, art, and 
math, (counting and measurement); design and construct structures and solutions; explore technology using a SMART table; 
participate in ECC garden activities; listen to and discuss informational texts related to STEAM themes 
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KINDERGARTEN 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Progress in Mathematics – Sadlier Oxford  
Supplemental Text: Touch Math – Janet K. Bullock, Innovative Learning Concepts, Inc. 
Sorting/Classifying: sort using several attributes 
Pre-Number Sense and Numeration: sort objects according to shape, size, and color; identify and create patterns; utilize 
tallying system to count 
Number Sense and Numeration: count by 1’s to 100; skip count by 2’s, 5’s, and 10’s; recognize and write numbers 0 – 31; 
identify ordinals through tenth; estimate quantities to 30 
Geometry: identify circle, triangle, rectangle, square, cylinder, cone, cube, sphere 
Fractions: recognize whole, half, fourth 
Money: identify penny, nickel, dime, quarter 
Measurement: make comparisons 
Time: tell time to the hour (digital and analog); locate dates on calendar 
Addition: compute facts to 10 
Subtraction: subtract from 10 and less 
Problem Solving, Reasoning, and Processes: introduce critical thinking, logical reasoning, spatial thinking; choose the 
operation; identify and extend a pattern; guess and test; prepare an organized list; write number sentences 
Comparing and Ordering Numbers: describe more and less 
Algebra Readiness: complete patterns; find missing addends 
Statistics and Probability: compare using pictographs, bar, and real graphs; tally amounts; use a data table; interpret data; 
predict outcomes 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Primary Text: Reading Wonders – Macmillan/McGraw-Hill  
Supplemental Text: SRA/Open Court Reading – SRA/McGraw Hill, Leveled Readers – Houghton Mifflin 
 
READING  
Concepts About Print/ Print Awareness: understand directionality; locate printed words on page; distinguish between letters, 
words, and sentences; match print to speech; name uppercase and lowercase letters; understand book handling; identify parts of 
a book 
Phonological Awareness: recognize and generate rhyming words; identify and segment syllables in words; identify, blend, and 
segment beginning and ending sounds 
Phonemic Awareness: isolate initial, medial, and final sounds; blend spoken phonemes to form words; distinguish between 
long and short vowel sounds 
Phonics and Decoding/Word Recognition: understand the alphabetic principle; identify the sound/letter correspondence; 
blend sounds into words; distinguish between similarly spelled words; identify and read common high frequency words; 
identify long vowels 
Structural Analysis/ Word Analysis: recognize common spelling patterns (word families) 
Fluency: apply letter/sound knowledge to accurately and phonetically decode regular words; use punctuation cues in reading; 
read orally with accuracy 
Comprehension Strategies and Skills: read literature from a broad range of genres; access complex text; ask and answer 
questions; make inferences and draw conclusions while citing evidence from the text; retell a story; identify story and text 
structure (beginning, middle, end); use illustrations and photographs to answer questions; identify theme, central message, 
moral, and lesson; make and confirm predictions; sequence chronological order of events, time order, steps in a process 
Literary Elements: identify character, plot, events, and setting 
Write about Reading/Literary Response and Expository Critique Discussions: connect text to other subject areas; cite text 
evidence 
Text Features: interpret graphics, including photographs and illustrations 
  
WRITING 
Writing Applications: write about text; communicate thoughts and ideas using words and illustrations; copy simple sentences; 
write phonetically 
Penmanship/Handwriting: write legibly, using correct letter formation, directionality, and spacing 
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SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
Speaking: verbally express thoughts in complete, coherent sentences; participate in classroom activities and discussions; 
participate in collaborative conversations in small and large groups; describe familiar people, places, and things; ask and answer 
questions about text read aloud; retell a story, presentation, or spoken message by summarizing; give and follow directions; 
recite poems, rhymes, and songs; 
Listening: understand, follow, restate, and give oral directions; listen for the purpose of appreciating written or spoken 
language in literature; ask and answer relevant questions 
  
LANGUAGE 
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: identify persons, places, things, and actions; classify, sort, and categorize words; determine 
or clarify the meaning of unknown words; identify synonyms and antonyms  
Conventions of Standard English/Grammar, Mechanics, and Usage: use period at end of sentence; use capital to begin 
sentence; identify proper nouns 
Spelling: write high frequency words, letters, and words with short and long vowels  
  
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: California Vistas, We Learn Together - Macmillan/McGraw-Hill 2007 
Globe and Map Skills: discover differences and similarities between globe, map, photo, and real environments 
Working Together: identify and describe community helpers; investigate and discuss the school environment 
Exploring, Creating, and Communicating: summarize current events; participate in self-awareness unit; examine aspects of 
the rainforest 
Reaching Out to Times Past: identify famous historical figures (Presidents Washington and Lincoln); compare and contrast 
present times to those of long ago; recognize ethnic and cultural diversity 
 
LIFE SKILLS - Character Counts 
Text: Today Counts - Character Counts 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend the Six Pillars of Character: caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, 
citizenship, trustworthiness 
Awareness: participate in discussions centered on the character traits and what they mean; identify ways for students to reflect 
on traits in daily living; discuss challenges, solutions, and decisions necessary in situations needing resolution  
Written Language: write responses to stories, poems, and quotes which analyze writers' intentions; discuss responses to 
writing for best understanding of principles of good character 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES 
 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN  science integration 
Resource: Project Lead the Way - Launch 
Structure and Function - Exploring Design: ask questions; make observations; gather information about a situation that 
people want to change; define a simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or improved object or 
tool; develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to 
solve a given problem  
Pushes and Pulls: analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same problem; compare the strengths and 
weaknesses of how each performs; describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length and weight; describe several 
measurable attributes of a single object; directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common to see which 
object has more or less of the attribute; describe the differences   
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY - Beyond Technology Education  meets once weekly 
Computer Care and Operation: respond to introduction of hardware, software, and input/output devices 
Operating System: access network with a password; navigate mouse; perform opening and closing applications; apply folder 
to folder navigation and printing (Windows 8) 
Applied Technology: solve problems utilizing the programs listed below 
Keyboarding: identify and utilize keyboard, letters, numbers, enter, spacebar, shift, and backspace keys 
Word Processing: respond to introduction of entering text and toolbars (Microsoft Office Word) 
Desktop Publishing: understand beginning basic elements of desktop publishing (Microsoft Office Publisher) 
Spreadsheets: participate in beginning spreadsheet application (Microsoft Excel) 
Multimedia: create slide shows and use toolbars (Microsoft PowerPoint) 
Telecommunications: access a web page; respond to introduction of internet safety; understand manners, advertising, research 
in technology (Common Sense Media) 
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LIBRARY  meets once weekly  
Digital resources: Destiny and Destiny Quest - Follett, PebbleGo Emergent Learner database, Tumblebook Library e-books 
Library Instruction: learn basics of information literacy by asking and answering questions about text; identify a personal 
interest and possible information sources to learn more about the topic; identify types of everyday print and digital materials; 
distinguish fact from fiction; learn that printed and digital materials provide information through signs and pictures; connect 
information and events to life experiences and identify basic facts and ideas; learn where the library is located, how it is 
organized, whom to ask for help, and the process for checking out materials; listen and respond to stories based on well-known 
characters, themes, plots, and settings; understand the need to follow privacy and safety guidelines. 
Common Sense Education: learn online safety rules; search for pictures and directories alphabetically; learn responsible online 
information sharing; understand ownership of creative work and what copyright means; explore email communication 
 
MUSIC  meets twice weekly  
Text: Music Connection - Silver, Burdett & Ginn, Musicplay, Kindergarten - Denise Gagne 
Melody: sing with accuracy in a developmentally appropriate range, age appropriate songs from memory; identify high and low 
sounds in music; sing high and low sounds; reproduce melodies alone and with a group; identify sol-mi, including Curwen hand 
signs 
Beat/Rhythm/Meter: tap, play, and move to a steady beat; distinguish between beat and rhythm, even and uneven patterns; 
introduce quarter and eighth note rhythms 
Form: show phrases in music; introduce verse and refrain, AB and ABA forms 
Expression: identify music as fast or slow, loud or soft; use connected and detached sounds; sing expressively, showing an 
understanding of the text; perform where appropriate; create movements to express pitch, tempo, and dynamics; respond to a 
live performance with appropriate audience behavior 
Cultural/Historical Context: perform and/or listen to songs from a variety of cultural heritages; play singing games from 
various cultures 
Listening: follow song stories; listen to short excerpts of different styles of music; draw in listening notebooks 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Loco-motor Skills: balance on one foot for 10 seconds; travel in straight, curved, and zigzag pathways; identify the loco-motor 
skills of walk, jog, run, hop, jump, slide, and gallop  
Movement: travel within a large group without bumping into others or falling; travel forward and sideways without changing 
directions; demonstrate contrast between slow and fast speeds 
Fitness: participate in calisthenics; jog/walk for 15 minutes 
Manipulative Skills: strike a stationary ball or balloon with hands, arms, and feet; jump over a stationary rope several times in 
succession; toss a ball to oneself using the underhand throw pattern, and catch it before it bounces twice; kick a stationary 
object using a simple kicking pattern; bounce a ball continuously using two hands;  juggle up to two objects; use hoops, bean 
bags, scoops in activities 
Organized Games: learn rules and practice skills needed in soccer, kickball, hopscotch, hockey, dodgeball, basketball; use the 
parachute in designated activities; jump rope; participate in relay races 
Social Skills: exhibit self-confidence and positive self-image; practice cooperation and fair play; describe how positive social 
interactions can make physical activity with others more fun; participate as a leader or follower during physical activities 
 
RELIGION  meets once weekly 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week; experience classroom prayer; understand weekly Bible verse 
Study: memorize weekly Bible verse  
Curriculum: respond to and participate in activities related to prayer and the Bible, Genesis, and Exodus during weekly 
religion classes 
 
SCIENCE  meets once weekly 
Modular Kits: FOSS (Full Option Science System) - Britannica Science Systems 
Physical Science - Fabric: understand physical properties of objects and their interactions with other materials; know that 
water can exist in three states and will evaporate.  
Earth Science - Wood and Trees: identify properties of/interactions with wood and paper; know how to identify resources 
from Earth which are used in everyday life; understand that many resources can be conserved  
Life Science - Animals: observe and describe similarities and differences in the appearance and behavior of plants and animals; 
identify major structures of common plants and animals  
Investigation and Experimentation: use the five senses to observe common objects; describe the relative positions of objects 
by using one reference (e.g., above, below)  
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SPANISH  meets twice weekly 
Oral Language Development: use basic greetings; respond to simple questions and commands; learn poems and chants 
Vocabulary Development: identify numbers 1 – 20; learn basic colors; identify geometric shapes; learn simple commands; 
identify parts of the body; describe family members  
Cultural Awareness:  learn about Hispanic holiday traditions; sing traditional songs 
 
VISUAL ARTS  meets twice weekly 
Artistic Perception: analyze the art elements and principles 
Creative Expression: create simple patterns found in the environment and in works of art; explain and recognize primary, 
warm, and cool colors; identify geometric shapes; use art materials (Model Magic, paint, crayons); engage and explore art 
through various art materials 
Techniques and Skills: create patterns using line, shape/form, and color to make patterns; learn beginning skills in the use of 
tools and processes (scissors, glue, paper); develop fine motor skills; listen and follow directions; demonstrate different painting 
techniques 
Historical and Cultural Content: identify functional and non-utilitarian art as seen in daily life; identify and describe works of 
art that show people doing things together 
Aesthetic Valuing: discuss individual works of art using appropriate art vocabulary (e.g.: color, shape/form, texture); describe 
how and why specific works of art were made 
Connections, Relationships, Applications: identify shapes/forms (e.g.: photographs, paintings, murals, ceramics) and symbols 
found at home, in school, and in the community; discuss various works of art 
Art Masters: develop an appreciation for the artistic works and styles of selected artists; develop vocabulary and understanding 
of the elements and principles of design 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Structure and Function: 
Trimester 2 
GINGERBREAD MAN TRAP 
Engineering - design and create a trap to catch a fictional gingerbread man 
English Language Arts - read and compare different versions of The Gingerbread Man  
Art - decorate a gingerbread man 
Music - read stories and sing songs with gingerbread theme 
 
MARSHMALLOW CHALLENGE  
Engineering - design and create the tallest tower using uncooked spaghetti noodles, tape, and string that is strong enough to 
hold one large marshmallow 
Science - design and build a house out of mystery materials that can withstand wind from all 3 levels of strength on an 
industrial fan  
 
LEPRECHAUN TRAP   
Engineering - plan, design, and build a structure that will trap one leprechaun 
Physical Education - play "Capture the Gold" game 
Art - lecture on Charles Sheeler, an artist who specializes in buildings 
Science - experience introductory engineering; build structures based on classic children's stories 
Spanish - play vocabulary and memory game with St. Patrick's Day theme 
Technology - build a virtual structure using shapes 
Library - read leprechaun themed stories 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
La Mirada Theatre for the Performing Arts 
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FIRST GRADE 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Progress in Mathematics – Sadlier Oxford 
Pre-Number Sense: sort attributes; analyze positions; compare one-to-one correspondence; predict and extend patterns  
Numeration and Number Theory: identify numbers beyond 100; count on and back; skip count; recognize odd and even; 
write ordinals through 31st; differentiate > and < symbols and compare numbers; order numbers; identify place value: ones, 
tens, hundreds; rename using expanded form (tens, ones) 
Geometry: identify plane figures, solid figures, open figures, congruent figures, symmetrical figures, positions on a grid, slides, 
flips, and turns 
Fractions: identify equal, unequal parts of a whole, and 1/3  
Money: recognize ones as pennies and tens as dimes; count mixed coins through 100 cents; show equal amounts; compute 
money with 2-digit numbers, with and without regrouping   
Measurement: find length in standard and non-standard units, weight, mass, perimeter, capacity, temperature in Fahrenheit 
Time: determine time to the half-hour and elapsed time 
Addition: compute facts to 20, 3-addend addition sentences, and 2-digit addition with regrouping; compute doubles and 
doubles plus one; identify fact families 
Subtraction: compute facts to 20 and 2-digit subtraction with regrouping; identify fact families 
Multiplication: show readiness (equal groups) 
Problem Solving, Reasoning and Processes: tally events; interpret outcomes; make predictions; translate story problems to 
symbolic representations 
Algebra: exhibit readiness (find missing minuends and subtrahends); apply associative and commutative rules 
Statistics and Probability: experiment in probability; interpret and create horizontal and vertical graphs and Venn diagrams; 
determine range, mode, and median 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Imagine It! – SRA/McGraw-Hill 
Core Literature: SRA/Open Court Reading Core Books and Student Reader, Leveled Readers – Houghton Mifflin 
Reading: apply decoding skills to develop fluency in reading; begin to read independently for comprehension; develop a sight 
vocabulary 
Writing: write sentences with a central theme; use age appropriate conventions and mechanics of language; use manuscript 
penmanship; use formal spelling, Text: Write Source - Houghton Mifflin 
Speaking and Listening: express ideas and facts verbally using age-appropriate language; process, understand, and respond 
with greater effectiveness to information received through the auditory process 
Language: recognize parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective, pronoun); construct and deconstruct contractions 
 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: California Vistas, Family and Friends – MacMillan/McGraw-Hill 
Our World: discover our world through geography; use maps and globes to locate continents and oceans; distinguish location 
and direction 
Good Citizens: understand rules and laws; work cooperatively; display respect and responsibility  
America the Beautiful: recognize patriotic symbols of our country; discuss national holidays 
Now and Long Ago: compare past to present; investigate the world around us through Globe Trekker Unit 
All Together: explore cultures of the world; compare likes and differences of people today and long ago 
 
LIFE SKILLS - Character Counts 
Text: Today Counts - Character Counts 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend the Six Pillars of Character: caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, 
citizenship, trustworthiness 
Awareness: participate in discussions centered on the character traits and what they mean; identify ways for students to reflect 
on traits in daily living; discuss challenges, solutions, and decisions necessary in situations needing resolution;  
Written Language: write responses to stories, poems, and quotes which analyze writers' intentions; discuss responses to 
writing for best understanding of principles of good character	 
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ENRICHMENT CLASSES 
 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN  science integration  
Resource: Project Lead the Way - Launch 
Sound: plan and conduct investigations to provide evidence that vibrating materials can make sound and that sound can make 
materials vibrate; make observations to construct an evidence-based account that objects in darkness can be seen only when 
illuminated; plan and conduct an investigation to determine the effect of placing objects made with different materials in the 
path of a beam of light; use tools and materials to design and build a device that uses light or sound to solve the problem of 
communicating over a distance; ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to 
change; define a simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool; develop a 
simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given 
problem; analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same problem; compare the strengths and weaknesses of 
how each performs 
Light - Observing the Sun, Moon, and Stars: make observations to construct an evidence-based account where objects in 
darkness can be seen only when illuminated; use observations of the sun, moon, and stars to describe patterns that can be 
predicted; make observations at different times of year to relate the amount of daylight to the time of year; ask questions, make 
observations, and gather information about a situation which people want to change;  define a simple problem that can be solved 
through the development of a new or improved object or tool; develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate 
how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem; analyze data from tests of two objects designed 
to solve the same problem; compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY-Beyond Technology Education  meets once weekly 
Computer Care and Operation: recognize computer hardware, software, and input/output devices; understand basic care of 
hardware 
Operating System: save and manipulate documents (Windows 8) 
Program Operation - Application Software: 
Keyboarding: identify home row 
Word Processing: manipulate text; participate in introduction to menu bar (Microsoft Office Word) 
Desktop Publishing: display, manipulate, and store data (Microsoft Office Publisher) 
Spreadsheets: navigate through spreadsheets (Microsoft Excel) 
Multimedia: create slide shows using toolbars (Microsoft PowerPoint) 
Telecommunications: participate in introduction to communication on the web 
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital resources: Destiny and Destiny Quest - Follett, PebbleGo Emergent Learner database, Tumblebook Library e-books 
Library Instruction: read or have read to them a wide representation of grade level appropriate text, including classic and 
contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, digital and online information, informational text; read poems, rhymes, songs, 
and stories; respond to who, what, when, where, and how questions; become familiar with use of online library catalog including 
visual search; relate prior knowledge to information and identify meaning from more complex symbols and pictures in print and 
digital materials; share information orally and creatively; understand how to check out and care for a variety of library resources 
in print and digital formats; alphabetize to the first letter to locate books in the library; identify the characteristics of literature 
and informational text; describe roles of author and illustrator; identify front cover, back cover, and title page of a book in print 
and in digital formats; develop awareness of the public library and identify services and resources available; know to request 
assistance from a trusted adult when information sources make the student uncomfortable; learn about the role of media to 
inform and entertain 
Common Sense Education: choose age-appropriate websites; learn concept of digital footprint or trail; explore cyberbullying 
behavior and appropriate responses; understand keyword searches produce effective results; learn all websites are not the same; 
discuss criteria for rating informational websites 
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MUSIC  meets once weekly  
Text: Music Connection – Silver, Burdett & Ginn, MusicPlay – Grade 1, Denise Gagne 
Melody: sing with accuracy in a developmentally appropriate range; sing simple songs from memory; identify high and low 
sounds; demonstrate the contour of the melody through movement; identify and sing sol-mi singing patterns; utilize Kodaly 
solfege syllables and Curwen hand signs 
Beat/Rhythm/Meter: move, tap, and play to a steady beat; perform simple rhythm patterns from classroom songs and chants; 
read and write quarter note, eighth note, and quarter note rest; accompany songs using instruments or body percussion in simple 
patterns 
Instrumental Technique: identify and play unpitched instruments  
Creating: create rhythm patterns and movements that are appropriate for the music  
Form: identify phrases and understand that they can be the same or different; visually recognize a repeat form; identify simple 
musical forms (e.g.: echo, AB) 
Expression: articulate how a song makes us feel; differentiate between fast and slow dynamics and slow and fast tempi 
Cultural Context: identify songs that help us celebrate holidays and/or seasons; perform songs from a variety of cultural 
heritages; sing and play music games from around the world   
Listening: distinguish between different voices; identify classroom instruments; listen to short orchestral excerpts and follow 
along with a listening map 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Loco-motor Skills: balance on one foot for 10 seconds; travel in straight, curved, and zigzag pathways; identify the loco-motor 
skills of walk, jog, run, hop, jump, slide, and gallop  
Movement: travel within a large group without bumping into others or falling; travel forward and sideways without changing 
direction; demonstrate contrast between slow and fast speeds 
Fitness: participate in calisthenics; jog/walk for 15 minutes 
Manipulative Skills: strike a stationary ball or balloon with hands, arms, and feet; jump over a stationary rope several times in 
succession; toss a ball to oneself using the underhand throw pattern, and catch it before it bounces twice; kick a stationary 
object, using a simple kicking pattern; bounce a ball continuously using two hands; juggle objects; use hoops, bean bags, and 
scoops in activities 
Organized Games: participate in soccer, kickball, hopscotch, Clean Up Your Yard, basketball, relay races, track and field, 
parachute, jumping rope, and hockey  
Social Skills: display self-confidence, positive self-image, cooperation, and fair play; describe how positive social interactions 
can make physical activity with others more fun; participate as a leader or follower during physical activity 
 
RELIGION  meets once weekly 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week and a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service; experience classroom 
prayer 
Study: memorize weekly Bible verse  
Curriculum: respond to and participate in activities related to introduction to books of the Bible, the order and structure of the 
Bible, Old Testament heroes, prophets and other stories, the tabernacle, Moses, journey of God’s people, the Psalms 
 
SCIENCE  meets once weekly 
Modular Kits: FOSS (Full Option Science System) – Britannica Science Systems 
Textbooks: Weather Watching, States of Matter, Classroom Plants, Sink or Float – Delta Science Readers, Delta Education 
Physical Science - Matter: understand that solids, liquids, and gases have different properties; examine the properties of 
substances changing when mixed, cooled, or heated 
Earth Science - Air and Weather: use simple tools (thermometer and anemometer) to measure weather conditions and record 
changes; understand that the weather changes day to day; identify trends in temperature; know that the sun warms the Earth 
Life Science - Plants and Animals: identify plant life structures; compare basic needs and habitats of plants and animals; infer 
what animals eat based on tooth structure; understand that all life needs food, light, and water to survive; investigate the 
structures of plants; observe root function 
Investigation and Experimentation: record observations and data using illustrations, labels, and writings in a science journal; 
make new observations when discrepancies exist between two descriptions of the same object or phenomenon  
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SPANISH    meets twice weekly 
Oral Language Development: express feelings; engage in simple conversations; practice greetings and introductions; express 
likes and dislikes; recite poems; sing traditional songs 
Vocabulary Development: identify numbers 1-20; describe different weather expressions; identify different sizes; learn names 
of farm animals; identify various classroom objects; express polite words  
Cultural Awareness: develop an appreciation for cultural differences; discuss the significance of Día de Los Muertos (Day of 
the Dead) tradition; explore other traditional holiday customs 
 
 VISUAL ARTS    meets once weekly 
Artistic Perception: create repeated patterns in nature, in the environment, and in works of art; identify distinction/difference 
between various media (e.g.: clay, paints, drawing materials) 
Art Elements: explain elements of art in the environment, works of art, and in nature 
Creative Expression: discover patterns, unity, contrasts in works of art 
Skills, Processes, Materials and Tools: demonstrate mixtures of secondary colors from primary colors; describe the process of 
creating secondary colors; develop beginning skills in the manipulation and use of sculptural materials (clay and paper, to create 
form and texture); paint or draw a still life; create artwork based on observations of actual objects and everyday scenes; 
demonstrate safe and proper procedures for using materials, tools, and equipment while making art; compare images that 
represent the same subject 
Historical and Cultural Context: identify everyday objects from various time periods and cultures; create various types of 
subject matter in art (e.g.: landscapes, seascapes, portraits, still life); understand that people from different places and times 
have made art for a variety of reasons 
Aesthetic Valuing: derive meaning and discuss art created in the classroom, focused on selected art elements (e.g.: shape/form, 
texture, line, color); express the rationale for creating art 
Connections, Relationships, Applications: sort pictures into categories by art elements emphasized in art work (e.g.: color, 
line, shape/form, texture); identify objects for home and school designed by artists (e.g.: furniture, appliances, cars) 
Art Masters - develop an appreciation for the artistic works and styles of selected artists; develop vocabulary and 
understanding of the elements and principles of design 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Under the Sea 
Trimester One 
OCEAN ZONES IN A JAR   
Engineering - create and label the various ocean zones in a jar 
Art - read Rainbow Fish and create a fish using patterns 
Social Science - understand our responsibility as citizens of the environment and the world around us 
English Language Arts - explore the reading theme, “Animal Habitats” 
Science - discover the different ocean zones and the creatures within each zone 
Library - use Pebble Go and other resources to research the five ocean zones 
 
Our World  
Trimester Two 
SPAGHETTI TOWER  
Engineering - design and build the tallest free-standing structure using only the materials provided 
Art - design a sketch of a free-standing tower 
Social Science - discover the seven continents including landmarks, people, and animals 
English Language Arts - explore the reading theme “North, South, East, West” 
Math - learn attributes of geometric figures and how they impact stability 
Science - examine structure and stability and how they impact the world of design 
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Away We Grow 
Trimester Three 
FANTASY FLOWER  
Engineering - design and build a flower using all of the attributes that make up a flower 
Art - draw a plant still life 
English Language Arts - explore the reading theme, “Away We Grow” 
Science - plant various types of seeds 
Math - measure and record growth of plant 
Music - learn and sign songs "Each of Us is a Flower" and “Inch by Inch” 
Library - discover leaf shapes through children’s literature and a leaf walk 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
Legoland - Survival at Sea, Habitats and Adaptations - Journey Across Four Habitats 
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SECOND GRADE 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Progress in Mathematics – Sadlier Oxford  
Number Sense and Numeration: recognize and count to 9,999; count on by 100 and 1,000; skip count by 2’s, 3’s, and 4’s; 
recognize and identify place value through thousands; recognize Roman numerals; round to nearest 10 
Geometry: identify pentagon, hexagon, line segments, lines of symmetry, faces, corners, edges, congruent figures 
Fractions: recognize and compare through twelfth; estimate fractions 
Decimals: count money 
Money: count half dollar, dollar; compare and estimate amounts; calculate dollars and cents; make change; round to nearest 
dollar 
Measurement: calculate perimeter, area in square units; estimate length and capacity; measure and compare using 12” ruler, 
centimeters, decimeters, meters, liquid measurement (cups, pints, quarts, liter, and gallons), ounce, pound, gram, kilogram, 
volume, Celsius temperatures 
Time: understand 5 minute, quarter hour; find elapsed time 
Addition: add four 1-digit numbers, three 2-digit numbers, 3 and 4-digit numbers; perform regrouping twice 
Subtraction: subtract 3 and 4-digit numbers (no regrouping); regroup twice 
Multiplication: multiply through 5's 
Division: describe separating equal groups of 2, 3, 4, and 5 with leftovers 
Problem Solving, Reasoning and Processes: decide choice of operations; perform problem solving process of read, draw, 
think, write, check; identify analogies; solve 2-step word problems 
Probability: collect and organize data; make predictions 
Place Value: identify thousands; round numbers to nearest 10; write numerals in expanded form 
Algebra: find missing number in division; solve for inequalities; identify commutative property; identify properties in 
multiplication 
Statistics and Probability: use graphing keys; read circle graphs; understand line plots 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Reading – Houghton Mifflin, Leveled Readers – Houghton Mifflin, Write Source – Houghton Mifflin, Handwriting 
Grade 2 – Zaner Bloser 
Core Literature: Houghton Mifflin Anthologies, At Level and Above Level Leveled Readers, leveled novels 
Reading: refine phonetic skills; comprehend and summarize information; form opinions; use decoding skills to synthesize 
information; identify plot and setting; apply strategies for vocabulary acquisition; utilize dictionary skills; recognize parts of 
speech 
Writing: use the writing process in various modes of discourse (pre-writing, writing a draft, revising, editing, publishing); write 
cohesively in paragraph and story form; use manuscript penmanship; utilize age-appropriate spelling strategies, grammar, and 
sentence structure 
Speaking and Listening: summarize stories and ideas in correct sequence; differentiate between fact and opinion; comprehend 
information from a variety of sources 
Language: identify parts of speech (adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions, interjections, nouns, prepositions, pronouns, and verbs); 
understand mechanics (abbreviations, capitalizations, plurals, punctuation); apply spelling in writing (high frequency words, 
using the right word) 

 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: California Vistas, People and Places – Macmillan/McGraw-Hill  
Map Skills: identify and use map symbols; review directions; practice daily geography 
Our Needs and Wants: understand interdependence, inter-relatedness, the community, jobs, production and consumption 
Families Long Ago: investigate life on the prairie (Pioneer Day, related field study) 
How Government Works: understand national identity; identify patriotic symbols; analyze Pledge of Allegiance 
Many Special People: appreciate diversity; understand and apply respect for others; identify and describe famous leaders 
 
LIFE SKILLS - Character Counts 
Text: Today Counts - Character Counts 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend the Six Pillars of Character: caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, 
citizenship, trustworthiness 
Awareness: participate in discussions centered on the character traits and what they mean; identify ways for students to reflect 
on traits in daily living; discuss challenges, solutions, and decisions necessary in situations needing resolution;  
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Written Language: write responses to stories, poems, and quotes which analyze writers' intentions; discuss responses to 
writing for best understanding of principles of good character	 
 
ENRICHMENTS 
 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN  science integration 
Resource: Project Lead the Way - Launch 
Materials Science - Properties of Matter: plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different kinds of 
materials by their observable properties; analyze data obtained from testing different materials to determine which materials 
have the properties that are best suited for an intended purpose; construct an argument with evidence that some changes caused 
by heating or cooling can be reversed and some cannot;  ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a 
situation people want to change in order to define a simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or 
improved object or tool; develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it 
function as needed to solve a given problem; analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same problem; 
compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs 
Form and Function: plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different kinds of materials by their observable 
properties; analyze data obtained from testing different materials to determine which materials have the properties that are best 
suited for an intended purpose; develop a simple model that mimics the function of an animal in dispersing seeds or pollinating 
plants; ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people want to change; define a simple 
problem that can be solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool; develop a simple sketch, drawing, or 
physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem; analyze data from 
tests of two objects designed to solve the same problem; compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- Beyond Technology Education  meets once weekly 
Computer Care and Operation: understand and utilize basic care for software and input/output devices 
Operating System: open and close applications; save documents with assistance; shut down and restart computer (Windows 8) 
Program Operation – Application Software:  
Keyboarding: become familiar with keyboarding software; locate letters and numbers on the keyboard with two hands 
Word Processing: insert graphics, type at least ten words per minute (Microsoft Office Word) 
Desktop Publishing: manipulate/edit elements in desktop publishing (Microsoft Office Publisher) 
Spreadsheets: edit a spreadsheet, interpret data (Microsoft Excel) 
Multimedia: create multi-media projects with slides (Microsoft PowerPoint) 
Telecommunications: access a website; bookmark a web page 
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital resources: Destiny and Destiny Quest - Follett, PebbleGo Emergent Learner database, Tumblebook Library, Grolier 
New Book of Knowledge 
Library Instruction: read increasingly complex material and a wide representation of grade level appropriate text, including 
classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, online information, and informational text; become familiar with 
types of everyday print and non-print materials and identify these materials using academic vocabulary; identify parts of a book, 
such as table of contents, index, glossary, and dedication; recognize the need for information by identifying a simple problem or 
question; develop questions that define the scope of the investigation and connect to the topic; organize prior knowledge of a 
subject, problem, or question and identify other sources; understand the concept of keywords and perform simple keyword 
searches using an approved search engine or database; become familiar with the procedure for borrowing materials from the 
library and caring for library resources, including devices; locate age-appropriate literature and informational text; identify 
trusted information sources in the community and individuals; draw meaning from illustrations, photographs, diagrams, charts, 
graphs, maps, and captions; identify informational text structures, such as main idea and supporting details, cause and effect, 
compare and contrast, and sequencing; identify main ideas of text; review facts and details to organize ideas for note-taking; 
share source from which the information was obtained; recognize how media affects the telling of a story and transmission of 
information; present information with visuals to convey main idea and supporting details about a topic; communicate with other 
students to explore options for addressing a problem 
Common Sense Education: learn benefits of creating strong secure passwords; explore and understand online communities; 
examine product websites and understand purpose of commercial websites; explore differences between in-person and online 
communication; learn how to write clear and respectful messages; understand purpose and audience to communicate effectively 
by email 
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MUSIC  meets once weekly  
Text: Music Connection – Silver, Burdett & Ginn, Musicplay, Grade Two - Denise Gagne 
Melody: sing with accuracy in a developmentally appropriate range, age-appropriate songs from memory; identify high, low, 
and middle in music; sing high, low, and middle sounds; reproduce melodies alone and with a group; read and notate: sol-mi, 
sol-la-sol-mi, sol-mi-la-sol-mi, la-sol-mi-do, and so-mi-do patterns; prepare mi-re-do; utilize Kodaly solfege syllables and 
Curwen hand signs 
Beat/Rhythm/Meter: tap, play, and move to a steady beat; distinguish between beat and rhythm, even and uneven patterns; 
identify accented beats, group beats into duple or triple, read and notate rhythms from flashcards and charts (quarter note, eighth 
note, tied quarter notes, half note, and quarter rest) 
Ostinato: show quarter and eighth note at different body percussion levels; apply chord drones in patterns (note rest note rest, 
and note note note rest) 
Harmony: perform rhythm canons, speech canons, two-part melodic canons, ostinati 
Instrumental Technique: identify and play unpitched percussion, simple, level, broken drone on bar instruments in pattern, 
complimentary color or unpitched part, metals, and woods playing different things; demonstrate correct way to hold mallets and 
percussion instruments 
Composition: create “effects” and accompaniments; identify rhythm patterns, and melodies using known symbols and new 
verses; improvise rhythm patterns and melodies using known symbols 
Form: show phrases in music; label phrases as same or different; emphasize verse and refrain; use repeat sign; identify AB, 
ABA, and rondo forms 
Expression: identify music as fast or slow (tempo), loud or soft (dynamics), accents; use connected and detached sounds; sing 
expressively showing an understanding of the text; perform where appropriate; create movements to express pitch, tempo, form, 
and dynamics; identify how musical elements communicate ideas or mood; respond to a live performance with appropriate 
audience behavior 
Cultural/Historical Context: perform and/or listen to songs from a variety of cultural heritages and historical periods; play 
singing games from various cultures; describe music from various cultures 
Listening: distinguish voices, environmental sounds; identify families of unpitched instruments (membrane, shaker, metal, 
wood); introduce instruments of the orchestra; follow song stories; listen to short orchestral excerpts; write and/or draw in 
listening notebook; use terminology of music in discussing individual preferences for specific music 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Loco-motor Skills: balance on one foot for 10 seconds; travel in straight, curved, and zigzag pathways; identify the loco-motor 
skills of walk, jog, run, hop, jump, slide, and gallop  
Movement: travel within a large group without bumping into others or falling; travel forward and sideways without changing 
directions; demonstrate contrast between slow and fast speeds 
Fitness: practice calisthenics; jog/walk for 15 minutes 
Manipulative Skills: strike a stationary ball or balloon with hands, arms, and feet; jump over a stationary rope several times in 
succession; toss a ball to oneself using the underhand throw pattern, and catch it before it bounces twice; kick a stationary 
object, using a simple kicking pattern; bounce a ball continuously using two hands;  use hoop, bean bags, scoops in activities; 
juggle objects 
Organized Games: participate in soccer, kickball, hopscotch, football, street hockey, dodgeball, handball, softball, volleyball 
Social Skills: display self-confidence and positive self-image, cooperation, and fair play; describe how positive social 
interactions can make physical activity with others more fun; participate as a leader or follower during physical activity 
 
RELIGION  meets once weekly 
Worship: attend two chapel services a week, a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service; experience classroom 
prayer 
Study: memorize weekly Bible verse 
Curriculum: participate in activities related to age level introduction to the books of the Bible, order and structure of the Bible; 
introduction to the Gospels; study the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ during Advent and Lent; identify and 
describe the twelve disciples; listen to and discuss the parables and miracles of Christ; recite and explain the Lord’s Prayer 
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SCIENCE    meets once weekly 
Modular Kits: FOSS (Full Option Science System) – Britannica Science Systems 
Physical Science - Balance, Motion, Sound: know the position of an object can be described in relation to another object; 
describe motion by recording the change in position; understand that tools and machines are used to apply pushes and pulls; use 
magnets to make specific objects move; note that gravity pulls objects to the ground; understand that sound is made by 
vibrations which can be described by pitch and volume 
Earth Science - Planets, Earth Materials (rocks and minerals, properties of soil): observe and compare the properties and 
origins of rocks, soil, and fossils; know that rock, water, plants, and soil provide many resources, including food, fuel, and 
building materials for human use; understand the process of weathering 
Life Science - Insects (life cycle, body structure), Plants (germination, growth, development): know that organisms reproduce 
offspring of their own kind; analyze and observe the life cycle (both complete and incomplete) and bodily structures of insects 
Investigation and Experimentation: make predictions based on observed patterns and not random guessing; measure length, 
weight, temperature, and liquid volume with appropriate tools; compare and sort common objects according to two or more 
physical attributes (e.g.: color, shape, texture, size, weight) 
 
SPANISH    meets twice weekly 
Oral Language Development: introduce beginning dialogue; conjugate specific present tense verbs; express needs and wants 
Vocabulary Development: identify classroom objects and their functions; introduce location words; identify different sizes; 
learn calendar vocabulary; describe various articles of clothing; identify family members; learn about places in the community; 
identify numbers 1 – 30 
Cultural Awareness: discover Spanish folktales; sing traditional songs 
 
VISUAL ARTS    meets once weekly 
Artistic Perception: understand the elements of art and apply to works of art; understand principles of balance and repetition; 
differentiate mood created by either warm or cool colors 
Creative Expression: develop beginning skill in the use of basic tools and art processes (e.g.: printing, crayon rubbings, 
collage, and stencils) 
Historical and Cultural Context: use vocabulary of art to describe art objects from various cultures and time periods; describe 
how art is used in events and celebrations by various cultures, past and present, including the use in their own lives; interpret art 
by identifying the mood suggested by a work of art; describe the relevant subject matter and characteristics of form 
Aesthetic Valuing: use the vocabulary of art related to own works of art 
Connections, Relationships, and Applications: show placement, overlapping, and size differences to show opposites (e.g.: 
up/down, in/out, over/under, and together/apart) 
Art Masters: develop an appreciation for the artistic works, and styles of selected artists; develop vocabulary and 
understanding of the elements and principles of design 
  
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Then and Now 
Trimester One 
LOG CABIN  
Engineering - design and construct a log cabin                                        
English Language Arts - read leveled, subject-related novels 
Mathematics - compare school supply 
Art - weave a belt (art symbols and principals of texture) 
Science - plant in the garden (growing carrots) 
Technology - build a story 
Music - listen to music 
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The Earth and Beyond 
Trimester Two 
SATELLITES 
Engineering - design and build satellites 
Language Arts - read leveled novels; write alien story; utilize leveled reading comprehension                                       
Social Studies - participate in Unit 2, Exploring Our Earth 
Music - listen to music from Gustav Holst's, The Planets to identify specific instruments  
Art - sketch satellites 
Technology - exploring space apps on iPads 
Science - learn about gravity and how it pulls objects back to Earth 
 
Innovators, Inventors, and Special People 
Trimester Three 
INSTRUMENTS  
Engineering - design and build stringed instruments 
Language Arts - read about innovators and inventors 
Social Studies - Unit 5 Many Special People 
Art - learn about Leonardo da Vinci (values drawing); investigate Cesar Chavez (making the world a better place); explore 
sound waves, pitch, volume, vibrations; sketch stringed instruments; classify woodwind instruments; compare special people, 
innovators, and inventors  
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles 
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THIRD GRADE 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Progress in Mathematics – Sadlier Oxford 
Number Sense and Numeration: skip count in multiplication and division; evaluate divisible numbers; identify common 
factors; understand place value through hundred thousands; round to thousands 
Geometry: identify octagons, quadrilaterals, right triangles, right angles, solid figures, points, lines, segments, angles, rays, 
intersecting and parallel lines; calculate area and perimeter 
Fractions: compare and order fractions and decimals, mixed numbers, equivalent fractions; round and estimate ¼ and ½; find 
simplest form; add and subtract fractions 
Decimals: convert fractions to decimals and to hundredths place; compare and order decimals; add and subtract through 
hundredths place 
Money: count bills and coins up to $10; multiply and divide with money; make change; round to nearest 10¢ and $1.00; find 
unit cost 
Measurement: measure, compare, and convert to ¼ inch; measure and compare yard, mile, meter, kilometer, decimeter, ounce, 
kilogram, gram, milliliter, liter; calculate volume; understand Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature 
Time: know time to 1 minute; estimate and schedule time (minute, hour, day, week, and month); add and subtract units; apply 
knowledge of a.m. and p.m.; estimate to the nearest half hour; identify fractional parts of an hour 
Addition: calculate 4-digit addition with regrouping; calculate rounded sums 
Subtraction: calculate 4-digit subtraction with regrouping; calculate rounded differences 
Multiplication: identify fact families in multiplication; memorize facts through 12; multiply up through 4-digit multiplicands 
with regrouping; find missing factor 
Division: identify fact families; memorize facts through 12; divide 3-digit dividends and 2-digit divisors; apply divisibility 
rules; find remainders, missing dividends, and divisors; calculate unit costs 
Problem Solving, Reasoning, and Processes: interpret remainder; determine missing information; solve using multi-step 
problems; identify patterns; work backwards to find solutions 
Algebra: identify missing multiplicands and products in associative groups; use order of operations; find missing factors, 
numerators, and denominators 
Statistics and Probability: create circle graphs, tree diagrams, bar graphs, and pictographs; collect and evaluate data; 
determine probability 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Houghton Mifflin Reading – Houghton Mifflin, Leveled Readers – Houghton Mifflin, Handwriting Gr. 3 – Zaner Bloser 
Core Literature: Houghton Mifflin Reading Anthologies, leveled novels 
Reading: decode complex words; compare story elements (genres, character, event summary, plot, theme, point of view); use 
reference resources to gather information (technology, encyclopedia, atlas, and almanac); recognize parts of speech in context 
Writing: use the writing process in research reports, correspondence, short stories, and publishing (Authors’ Tea); use 
organizational skills (outline, take notes, summarize); write using cursive letter formation; use conventions and mechanics of 
language (capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar)  
Speaking and Listening: summarize and make judgments; draw conclusions and predict outcomes using supporting details 
Language: identify singular and plural nouns, pronouns, singular and plural verbs, adjectives, adverbs, parts of a sentence; use 
proper verb tense 
  
HISTORY/SOCIAL SCIENCE  
Text: Communities – McGraw Hill  
Map Skills/Geography: interpret physical maps, road maps, grid maps; follow and give cardinal and intermediate directions; 
convert to scale; distinguish and describe hemispheres, longitude, and latitude; investigate and identify natural resources and 
conservation of resources; discuss changes in the environment 
Communities: identify attributes of a community; describe first communities; analyze process of communities becoming cities; 
examine contributions of farm communities to the economy; investigate and discuss the unique culture of early Native 
American communities; identify the influence of settlements; describe the process of colonization; understand the importance of 
Jamestown; compare and contrast communities from the past to the present  
Citizenship: investigate interdependence and cooperation as mutually beneficial; discuss influences of past on present; define 
and discuss immigration; discover the process of statehood; identify aspects of community governments; notice the importance 
of rules and laws and how they are made; learn how our safety is protected; share current events; investigate the importance of 
helping others; understand aspects of local, state, and national government  
Global Connections: explore a variety of world cultures; study aspects of Canada, Australia, and India 
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LIFE SKILLS - Character Counts 
Text: Today Counts - Character Counts 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend the Six Pillars of Character: caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, 
citizenship, trustworthiness 
Awareness: participate in discussions centered on the character traits and what they mean; identify ways for students to reflect 
on traits in daily living; discuss challenges, solutions, and decisions necessary in situations needing resolution  
Written Language: write responses to stories, poems, and quotes which analyze writers' intentions; discuss responses to 
writing for best understanding of principles of good character	 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES 
 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN   science integration 
Resource: Project lead the Way - Launch 
Stability and Motion - Science of Flight: plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of balanced and 
unbalanced forces on the motion of an object; make observations and measurements of an object’s motion to provide evidence 
that a pattern can be used to predict future motion; define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, and/or cost; generate and compare multiple possible solutions to 
a problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem; plan and carry out fair tests in 
which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved 
Forces and Interactions: plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of balanced and unbalanced 
forces on the motion of an object; make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to provide evidence that a 
pattern can be used to predict future motion; ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of electric or magnetic 
interactions between two objects not in contact with each other; define a simple design problem that can be solved by applying 
scientific ideas about magnets; define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified criteria for 
success and constraints on materials, time, and/or cost; define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, and/or cost; generate and compare multiple possible solutions to 
a problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem; plan and carry out fair tests in 
which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY-Beyond Technology Education  meets once weekly 
Computer Care and Operation: understand the use and connection between hardware, software, and input/output devices 
Operating System: utilize folder to folder navigation; save and print documents (Windows 8) 
Applied Technology: work independently on problem solving utilizing programs listed 
Program Operation – Application Software:  
Keyboarding: begin typing for accuracy (goal: 10-15 wpm)  
Word Processing: participate in introduction to basic document editing (Microsoft Office Word) 
Desktop Publishing: create documents utilizing basic elements of desktop publishing (Microsoft Office Publisher) 
Spreadsheets: develop basic formulas and functions of a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel) 
Multimedia: create multimedia projects using keyboarding, drawing tools, transitions, and sounds (Microsoft PowerPoint) 
Telecommunications: conduct online searches 
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital resources: Destiny and Destiny Quest - Follett,  ExpertSpace - Grolier,  New Book of Knowledge - Grolier, Tumblebook  
Library e-books - Grolier, web guides, and digital libraries 
Library Instruction: apply comprehension strategies to increasingly complex reading selections; read a wide representation of 
grade level appropriate text, including classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, online information, and 
informational text; recognize the need for information and ask more detailed questions to help focus a search for information; 
identify keywords to perform searches in online library catalog and in approved search engines or databases to locate relevant 
resources; determine the currency of information by identifying publication and copyright dates in print resources; select 
information appropriate to the problem and determine if the information answers the questions; take notes and apply techniques 
for organizing notes in a logical order such as an outline or graphic organizer; understand the purpose of the library catalog and 
information on the spine labels of books and how specific library resources are organized (Dewey classification system for 
informational texts and biography); learn skills necessary to access information in thesaurus, atlas, almanac, and specialized 
content reference materials, in print and digital formats; understand the use of guide words, indexes, alphabetical order, chapter 
headings, author notes, and dedications 
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Common Sense Education: explore digital citizenship in the context of online and offline communities;  learn how to stay safe 
online: understand the effects of cyberbullying; think critically about sharing personal information online in terms of identity 
theft; consider the impact of hurtful messages online; identify actions of “upstanders”; learn strategies to increase accuracy of 
keyword searches; understand plagiarism and appropriate use of the work of others; understand intellectual property rights, 
including the difference between sharing and ownership 
 
MUSIC  meets once weekly  
Text: Music Connection – Silver, Burdett & Ginn; MusicPlay – Grade 3 by Denise Gagne; Recorder Karate by Barb Philipak  
Melody: reproduce melodies alone and with a group; read and notate sol-mi, sol-la-sol-mi, and sol-mi-do; utilize Kodaly 
solfege syllables and Curwen hand signs 
Beat and Rhythm: tap, play, and move to a steady beat; distinguish between beat and rhythm; perform and notate quarter note, 
half note, eighth note, and dotted notes from a variety of repertoire; identify quarter, half, and whole rests 
Harmony: sing rounds, canons, and partner songs 
Instrumental Technique: play unpitched percussion instruments correctly; play varying levels of songs on the recorder  
Creating: create movements appropriate for songs; create/improvise rhythm patterns and melodies using known symbols 
Form: identify phrases as the same or different; utilize and recognize repeat signs AB and ABA forms; recognize call and 
response  
Expression: identify and perform dynamics: pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff; sing expressively to show an understanding of the text 
Cultural Context: perform and/or listen to songs from a variety of cultural heritages and historical periods  
Listening: identify families of unpitched instruments and orchestral instrument families; follow a listening map when hearing a 
composition 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Movement: demonstrate effective and efficient movement through organized games, fitness testing, walking, and running 
Fitness: perform enhanced calisthenics; participate in introduction to National Fitness Test 
Manipulative Skills: foot-dribble a ball continuously while traveling and changing directions; throw a ball, using the overhand 
movement pattern with increasing accuracy; kick a ball to a stationary partner using the inside of the foot; strike a ball 
continuously upward, using a paddle or racket; hand-dribble a ball continuously while moving around obstacles; throw and 
catch, kick, dribble, pass, volley, underhand volleyball serve, bump volley; demonstrate the use of a hockey stick to stick handle 
and move a hockey ball with control in a given area 
Organized Games: participate in flag football, volleyball, handball, basketball, soccer, track and field, kickball, street hockey, 
ultimate hand ball, dodgeball 
Social Skills: use appropriate cues for movement and positive words of encouragement while coaching others in physical 
activities; demonstrate respect for individual differences in physical abilities; work in pairs or small groups to achieve an agreed 
upon goal 
 
RELIGION meets once weekly 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week, a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service; experience classroom 
prayer 
Study: memorize weekly Bible verse; creatively interpret weekly Bible verse 
Curriculum: respond to advanced level introduction to the Bible; learn order, structure, and use of student’s personal Bible; 
hear and respond to lessons of the Old Testament, choices made in response to God’s leading, and how those choices impact 
lives with either success or tragedy 
 
SCIENCE  meets twice weekly 
Text: Grade 3 Science Resources, CA Edition - Delta Education 
Modular Kits: FOSS (Full Option Science System) – Britannica Science Systems, Insights – Education Development Center 
Scientific Reasoning & Technology - Metric measurement, Scientific Method/Processes of Investigation: use appropriate tools 
for measurement; express those measurements in standard metric system units 
Physical Science- Matter and Energy/Light (source/direction of travel): know energy comes from the Sun to Earth in the form 
of light; note that energy can be carried from one place to another by waves (sound, electric current, moving objects); 
understand chemical vs. physical change, and that matter is made of atoms 
Life Science- Structures of life (observation of properties and function of selected plants and animals): know how plants and 
animals have structures that serve different functions in growth, survival, and reproduction; observe and compare examples of 
diverse life forms in different environments 
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Investigation and Experimentation: understand that the results of investigations are often imperfect and require repeat 
experimentation to improve accuracy; predict the outcome of a simple investigation and compare the result with the prediction; 
collect, analyze, and interpret data to develop a logical conclusion; differentiate evidence from opinion 
 
SPANISH    meets twice weekly 
Text: ¡Viva el Español! A - McGraw Hill 
Oral Language Development: describe feelings and states of being; talk about family members 
Vocabulary Development: review colors; review the days of the week; identify the months of the year; identify numbers 1-50; 
learn the parts of the body; talk about weather; identify classroom objects; learn the names of farm animals; describe various 
articles of clothing; introduce select present tense verbs 
Written Language Development: translate simple sentences; formulate basic sentences with correct grammar and spelling 
Cultural Awareness: participate in the introduction of Spanish folktales; talk about various Spanish holiday traditions 
 
VISUAL ARTS    meets once weekly 
Artistic Perception: apply foreground, middle ground, and background used to create the illusion of space 
Art Elements: identify the elements of art in works of art, emphasizing line, color, shape/form, texture, space, and value 
Art Principles: identify rhythm and movement in a work of art; demonstrate artists’ use of tints and shades in painting 
Creative Expression: mix and apply tempera paints to create tints, shades, and neutral colors; create art based on the 
observation of objects and scenes in daily life; emphasize value changes 
Historical and Cultural Context: discuss artists from the community, county, state, local, or regional areas; classify 
representational, abstract, and nonrepresentational works of art; identify the time and place in which it was made 
Aesthetic Valuing: compare and contrast selected works of art; describe artwork using appropriate vocabulary of art 
Connections, Relationships, and Applications: describe how artists (e.g.: architects, book illustrators, muralists, industrial 
designers) have affected peoples’ lives 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Navigating Our World 
Trimester One  
TREASURE MAPS  
Engineering - design and create treasure maps while utilizing map skills  
Art - design and draw all map components   
Engineering - construct treasure map 
Mathematics -- calculate distances using a map scale 
Social Science - apply knowledge of map skills in the creation of treasure maps 
Technology - investigate map skills using Discovery Education  
 
TRADITIONS QUILT  
Engineering - design and assemble a collaborative classroom quilt of shared traditions 
Art - design and draw quilt squares related to family traditions   
Engineering - construct a classroom quilt 
English Language Arts - read stories related to family traditions 
History Social Science - apply knowledge of traditions to design quilt squares 
Mathematics -- calculate the length of yarn; arrange quilt squares into a pattern 
Technology - create a Power Point presentation of family traditions 
  
Trimester Two 
VEGETABLE AUTOMOBILES  
Engineering - design and create vegetable automobiles using an assembly line and conveyor belt  
Art - design a car company logo; include logo on a poster 
Engineering - construct a conveyor belt and assemble vegetable automobiles 
Mathematics -- calculate the number of vegetables needed per car 
History Social Science - explore the invention of the assembly line 
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SPIDER WEB MESSAGE 
Engineering -   plan and construct a spider web to incorporate a message related to Charlotte’s Web 
English Language Arts - read Charlotte’s Web; weave an adjective into the web 
Technology - watch videos of how spiders construct webs 
  
Trimester Three 
PIG PEN  
Engineering - construct a pig pen for Wilbur from Charlotte’s Web 
English Language Arts - read Charlotte’s Web; compare constructed pig pen to Wilbur’s pen 
Mathematics -- measure materials to construct the dimensions of the pig pen 
Technology - use iPads to design and plan a pig pen 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
 Rancho Santa Margarita City Hall 
 RSM Business 
. 
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FOURTH GRADE 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Progress in Mathematics – Sadlier Oxford 
Number Sense and Numeration: identify common factors, prime factors, greatest common factor, common and least common 
multiple, composite numbers, numbers through hundred millions; understand divisibility; round to nearest 100,000 and millions 
Geometry: classify equilateral, isosceles, and scalene triangles; identify half turn symmetry, rhombus and trapezoid; apply 
formulas for perimeter, area, volume; identify center, radius, and diameter (circle), vertex, angle measurements, coordinate 
plane, acute and obtuse angles 
Fractions and Mixed Numbers: express improper fraction as mixed number; determine least common denominator; calculate 
probability as fraction; calculate equivalent fractions; compare and order fractions and mixed numbers; add and subtract like 
and unlike fractions; identify fractions on circle graph; calculate fractions in measurement 
Decimals: recognize numbers to the hundredths place; round to nearest whole number and tenths; find missing addends; divide 
with dollars and cents; determine equivalent decimals and fractions; order, add, and subtract mixed numbers as decimals 
through hundredths; convert fractions to decimals in hundredths place 
Money: solve math operations with money (multiplication and division); round to $100; make change 
Measurement: rename, estimate, measure, and compare metric and customary units to measure length, mass, and capacity; 
read and compute temperatures 
Time: tell time; find elapsed time 
Addition: calculate 5-digit problems with regrouping 
Subtraction: calculate 5-digit problems with regrouping 
Multiplication: estimate products; multiply with money; multiply three digit numbers by two digit multipliers 
Division: divide 2-digit dividends with 1 and 2-digit divisors; estimate quotients; calculate averages; check using 
multiplication; divide through 4-digit dividends; determine remainders; check for divisibility; identify factors; find missing 
dividend/divisor 
Problem Solving, Reasoning and Processes: create and solve problems using a variety of strategies 
Algebra:  identify and solve for missing numbers in equations; complete function tables; compare expressions; simplify 
expressions 
Statistics and Probability: make, read, and interpret bar graphs, line graphs, surveys, and line plots; predict probability of 
events and outcomes  
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Houghton Mifflin Reading – Houghton Mifflin, Leveled Readers – Houghton Mifflin, Write Source - Houghton Mifflin 
Core Literature: Houghton Mifflin Reading Anthologies, leveled novels 
Reading: summarize, question, analyze story elements (setting, characters, point of view, plot, theme); identify and analyze 
details; locate main idea; determine sequence of events; identify cause and effect; distinguish fact and opinion; predict 
outcomes; evaluate text to compare and contrast information; draw conclusions; infer meaning; define figurative language 
Writing: create multiple paragraph compositions; locate information in reference texts; evaluate, edit, and revise compositions; 
compose narrative, expository, informational, descriptive, and persuasive writing; respond to literature; justify and support point 
of view 
Speaking and Listening: formulate thoughtful questions; respond to relevant questions; summarize key points; use 
communication skills to summarize and present ideas; use volume, phrase, and pace; deliver informational presentations 
Language:  identify and use all parts of speech and punctuation; apply all spelling and phonics rules; use simple and compound 
sentences in writing and speaking; apply knowledge of word origins and root words; distinguish and interpret words with 
multiple meanings 
 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: California – Houghton Mifflin 
Map Skills: analyze geography of California; identify borders; identify, compare, and contrast landforms (coast, mountains, 
central valley, and desert); describe resources in regions; participate in Daily Geography, identify directional coordinates 
First Californians: understand importance of and investigate Native American tribes 
Exploration and Colonization: examine California exploration; identify European settlers; understand importance of 
presidios; research Father Serra; understand the significance of missions; explore Mexican California (Mission Research 
Report, Mission Model Building Experience, Walk Through California) 
Missions to Ranchos: understand aspects of traders, ranchos, pueblos, and presidios 
Newcomers to California: describe Bear Flag Revolt; examine the significance of the Mexican American War; investigate the 
Gold Rush 
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Statehood: investigate and understand the significance of changes in transportation and communication including stagecoach, 
pony express, transcontinental railroad; research state government; explore newcomers to California; understand importance of 
California's agricultural industry; analyze and describe city growth 
State Growth: identify and analyze economic growth; understand importance of The Great Depression 
 
LIFE SKILLS - Character Counts 
Text: Today Counts - Character Counts 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend the Six Pillars of Character: caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, 
citizenship, trustworthiness 
Awareness: participate in discussions centered on the character traits and what they mean; identify ways for students to reflect 
on traits in daily living; discuss challenges, solutions, and decisions necessary in situations needing resolution  
Written Language: write responses to stories, poems, and quotes which analyze writers' intentions; discuss responses to 
writing for best understanding of principles of good character	 
 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES 
 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN science integration 
Resource: Project Lead the Way - Launch 
Energy/Collisions:  use evidence to construct an explanation relating the speed of an object to the energy of that object; ask 
questions and predict outcomes about the changes in energy that occur when objects collide; define a simple design problem 
reflecting a need or a want that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, and/or cost; generate 
and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the 
problem; plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a 
model or prototype that can be improved 
Conversion: make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from place to place by sound, light, heat, 
and electric currents; apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts energy from one form to another; 
define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on 
materials, time, and/or cost; generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely to 
meet the criteria and constraints of the problem; plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points 
are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- Beyond Technology Education   meets once per week 
Computer Care and Operation: suggest technology solutions to problems 
Operating System: toggle between two open documents and recognize file extensions (Windows 8) 
Applied Technology 
Program Operation – Application Software:  
Keyboarding: practice correct finger placement and posture type for accuracy and speed (goal: 15-20 wpm) 
Word Processing: format text and images (Microsoft Office Word) 
Desktop Publishing: (Microsoft Office Publisher) 
Spreadsheets: create basic spreadsheet formats (Microsoft Office Excel) 
Multimedia: develop and demonstrate multimedia projects (Microsoft Office PowerPoint) 
Telecommunications: evaluate content of web page; conduct online research 
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital Resources: Destiny and Destiny Quest - Follett, ExpertSpace - Grolier, New Book of Knowledge - Grolier, Tumblebook 
Library ebooks - Grolier, web guides, and digital libraries 
Library Instruction:  employ pre-search strategies; use standard reference tools in print and online; understand the 
organization of informational texts in the library (e.g., Dewey Decimal System); increase knowledge of online searching; 
understand URL internet extensions; use passwords appropriately; extract information from resources, recording the main idea 
and significant details from research; identify factors that make a source comprehensive, current, credible, accurate, and 
authoritative; select a focus, organizational structure, and a point of view for a report; read increasingly complex works, 
including a wide representation of grade level appropriate texts such as classic and contemporary literature, magazines, 
newspapers, online information, and informational texts; know the purpose of age-appropriate book awards such as the 
Caldecott, Newbery, and California Young Reader; record bibliographic information in an acceptable format 
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Common Sense Education: learn to create secure passwords; sign digital citizenship pledge; understand common expectations 
of a digital citizenship community; learn about spam and strategies for dealing with it; reflect on the importance of citing 
source; learn to cite online sources; learn photos can be altered digitally and may distort reality 
 
MUSIC  meets once per week  
Text: Music Connection – Silver, Burdett & Ginn, Musicplay – Grade Four by Denise Gagne, Ukulele in the Classroom – Hill 
& Doanne 
Melody: sing alone and with others a varied repertoire; read and notate sol-mi, sol-la-sol-mi, sol-mi-la-sol-mi, la-sol-mi-do, sol-
mi-do, mi-re-do, la-sol-mi-re-do, high do-la-sol-mi-re-do; prepare fa and ti; identify step and skip  
Beat/Rhythm/Meter: tap, play, and move to a steady beat; distinguish between beat and rhythm, even and uneven patterns; 
identify accented beats; read and notate music from repertoire using rhythm names (quarter note, eighth notes, quarter rest, half 
note, sixteenth note, whole note), syncopation; identify 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 meter; conduct 4/4; use and create rhythmic ostinati 
Ostinato: show quarter and eighth note at different body percussion levels; apply chord drones in a variety of patterns 
Harmony: sing or play melodic ostinato, two, three, and four-part rounds and canons; sing echo and partner songs 
Instrumental Technique: perform alone and with others a varied repertoire on a variety of instruments; develop mallet 
technique; perform several different barred ostinati; play instrumental melody; tune instrument; perform different strumming 
techniques 
Composition: create and arrange music within specified guidelines; create sound effects, movements, rhythm patterns, rhythm 
compositions, new verses to songs, accompaniments for songs, poems, and stories; improvise melodies, variations, and 
accompaniments  
Form: listen to, analyze, and describe music; identify phrases as same or different; use and identify repeat sign, AB, ABA, 
rondo forms, call-response, D.C., Fine, theme variations, verse-chorus 
Expression: listen to, analyze, and describe music; identify and describe the tempo of a piece of music (largo, andante, 
moderato, allegro, presto); identify and perform the dynamics of a piece of music using correct terms (pianissimo, piano, mezzo 
piano, mezzo forte, forte, fortissimo); sing expressively showing an understanding of text; identify and use articulations legato, 
staccato, accent 
Cultural/Historical Context: understand music in relation to history and culture; perform and listen to songs from a variety of 
cultural heritages and historical periods 
Listening: listen to, analyze, and describe music; evaluate music and musical performances; identify families of unpitched 
instruments, orchestral instrument families, forms, and musical styles 
Choir: Elementary Choir is an optional activity for those students interested in singing beyond the classroom. Students will be 
exposed to a variety of choral literature, cannons, rounds, and two-part harmony. Along with performing at school events and 
functions, they will also perform within the community. 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Movement: demonstrate effective and efficient movement through organized games, fitness testing, walking, and running 
Fitness: participate in extension of calisthenics; participate in introduction to National Fitness Test 
Manipulative Skills:  foot-dribble a ball continuously while traveling and changing directions; throw a ball, using the overhand 
movement pattern with increasing accuracy; kick a ball to a stationary partner using the inside of the foot; strike a ball 
continuously upward, using a paddle or racket; hand-dribble a ball continuously while moving around obstacles; throw and 
catch, kick, dribble, pass, volley, underhand volleyball serve, bump volley; demonstrate the ability to use a hockey stick to stick 
handle while controlling the movement of the hockey ball 
Organized Games: participate in flag football, volleyball, handball, basketball, soccer, track and field, kickball, street hockey, 
ultimate handball, dodgeball  
Social Skills: use appropriate cues for movement and positive words of encouragement while coaching others in physical 
activities; demonstrate respect for individual differences in physical abilities; work in pairs or small groups to achieve an agreed 
upon goal 
 
RELIGION  meets once per week 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week and a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service; experience classroom 
prayer 
Study: memorize weekly Bible verse; creatively interpret weekly Bible verse 
Curriculum: respond to review of structure and use of the Bible; review of Old Testament Judges; participate in continued 
study of Prophets from the Old Testament with emphasis on God’s guidance, obedience to God,  keeping our covenants with 
God and with one another; participate in age appropriate study of Israel and Judah 
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SCIENCE  meets twice weekly 
Text: Grade 4 Science Resources, CA Edition – Delta Education 
Modular Kits: FOSS (Full Option Science System) – Britannica Science Systems 
Scientific Reasoning & Technology: review metric measurement and scientific method 
Physical Science - Magnetism, Electricity, and Electromagnets: design and build simple series and parallel circuits by using 
components such as wires, batteries, and bulbs; know that electric currents produce magnetic fields; understand the use of 
electromagnets in the construction of electric motors, generators, and simple devices such as doorbells 
Earth Science - Solid Earth (rocks and minerals, landforms, erosion, and deposition): identify common rock forming minerals 
and ore minerals by using a table of diagnostic properties; differentiate among igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks by 
referring to their properties and methods of formation (the rock cycle); understand changes in the earth happen via weathering, 
erosion, deposition, freezing, thawing, and moving water 
Life Science - Environments (living/nonliving, elements of aquatic/terrestrial): classify animals and plants; identify 
decomposers, producers, consumers; differentiate between and create examples of a good food chain and web; know that 
ecosystems are characterized by their living and nonliving components; understand that man plants and animals depend upon 
each other for survival 
Investigation and Experimentation: differentiate observation from inference; formulate and justify predictions based on cause 
and effect relationships; conduct multiple trials to test a prediction and draw conclusions; construct and interpret graphs from 
measurements; follow a set of written instructions for scientific investigations 
 
SPANISH    meets twice weekly 
Text: ¡Viva el Español! B –McGraw Hill 
Oral Language Development: develop beginning fluency with oral responses in complete sentences; identify people such as 
family members; describe objects around the house 
Vocabulary Development: identify numbers 1-100; talk about meals; identify various fruits, vegetables, and foods; learn table 
settings; identify the rooms and parts of the house; learn the various household appliances; talk about school subjects; describe 
the four seasons; identify several sports 
Written Language:  conjugate present tense verbs; practice gender agreement; implement the two previous concepts in writing 
basic sentences 
 
VISUAL ARTS    meets one per week 
Artistic Perception: identify negative shapes/forms and positive shapes/forms in artwork 
Art Elements: describe (positive and negative) space and pairs of complementary colors 
Art Principles: identify balance (symmetrical, asymmetrical, and radial balance) 
Creative Expression: demonstrate shading (value) to transform a 2-D shape into a 3-D form (e.g., circle to sphere); use 
fibers/other materials to create a simple weaving; differentiate interaction between positive and negative space in artwork; show 
contrast in artwork 
Historical and Cultural Context: analyze content of artwork (past/present) from different cultures contributing to California’s 
history and art heritage 
Aesthetic Valuing: compare differences between cultures (definition and value of art) 
Connections, Relationships, and Applications: incorporate symmetry in work; use symmetry and radial symmetry 
 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Working Together 
Trimester One 
Native American Tribes 
Language Arts - develop and write script; write and research non-fiction book 
Art - design and draw informative poster 
History-Social Science - research tribes 
Technology - utilize IPads to research Native American Tribes; create and produce videos 
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California on the Map 
Trimester Two 
Mission Building  
Engineering - design and build a California mission 
Language Arts - research and write Mission Report 
Art - design and build a California mission 
History-Social Science - study and research California missions and Spanish settlers 
Technology - utilize IPads for research; create PowerPoint presentation 
Engineering - design and construct mission structure 
Math - measure and design floor plan; calculate, measure, and build mission model 
 
There's Gold in Them Thar Hills 
Trimester Three 
Gold Rush 
Engineering - design a gold mine 
English Language Arts - write a Gold Rush letter from the perspective of a gold miner; complete task cards 
Art - create posters, brochures, games, and projects 
History-Social Science - research and discover key historical events of the Gold Rush era; complete task cards 
Technology - research and discover key historical events of the Gold Rush era 
Math - solve a variety of math problems as they relate to the Gold Rush theme; use a balance sheet to track and calculate 
income and expenses as a gold miner; complete task cards  
 
Get a Load of This  
Engineering - design a load-bearing vehicle to be pulled over a varied terrain 
English Language Arts - write a poem using poetic devices relating to an historical mode of transportation 
Art - design and draw a vehicle to transport a load to meet specific criteria 
History-Social Science - research and learn about the various forms of and changes in transportation  
Technology - view Discovery Education videos of vehicles in motion 
Engineering - engage in "Index Card Challenge" 
Science - explore how mechanisms change energy; investigate wheel and axels 
Math - measure, calculate, and use knowledge of geometric shapes to design and construct load bearing vehicle 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
Sacramento  
Mission San Juan Capistrano 
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FIFTH GRADE 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Progress in Mathematics – Sadlier Oxford 
Number Sense and Numeration: use models in subtraction of integers; order integers on number line; add integers with like 
and unlike signs; find powers of prime factors as exponents; identify place value through billions; round factors by estimation 
Geometry: show diagonals; locate chords on a circle; identify bases; measure quadrilaterals and triangles; identify lines of 
symmetry and angles; construct angles, congruent line segments, tessellations, straight angles, regular and irregular polygons, 
heptagon, nonagon, transformations; calculate pi 
Fractions and Mixed Numbers: express ratios as fractions; write fractions in higher terms; form reciprocals; restate percent as 
fraction and fraction as percent; round fractions and mixed numbers; multiply using cancellation; multiply fractions and mixed 
numbers; rename sums and differences of two fractions with like and unlike denominators; express mixed numbers as improper 
fractions; divide whole numbers and fractions by fractions; divide mixed numbers by mixed numbers  
Decimals: add and subtract decimals; multiply and divide decimals; restate decimals as percents and fractions 
Money: compute discounts and percent of a dollar; add, subtract, multiply, and divide money  
Measurement: calculate surface area of parallelograms, circumference, perimeter, and volume; relate standard and metric units 
Time: interpret time zones; determine elapsed time 
Addition and Subtraction: add and subtract 6-digit numbers with regrouping; subtract with zeros  
Multiplication and Division: multiply 3 digits x 4 digits and 4 digits x 5 digits; analyze multipliers and multiplicands of 100 
and 1,000; determine factors, products, divisibility rules, and properties; solve division equations with dividends through 
100,000, divisors as multiples of 100 and 1,000, and calculate larger quotients  
Problem Solving, Reasoning, and Processes: combine strategies; find more than one solution; use formulas; write equations; 
guess and test; analyze more than one step; make a data table; make an organized list; work backward; use simple numbers; use 
a model; draw a picture  
Number Theory: identify and apply prime and composite numbers, powers and exponents, standard and expanded form, 
addition, subtraction, and multiplication properties (one, zero, associative, commutative, and distributive) 
Graphs: create and analyze double bar and double line graphs, histograms, pictographs, circle graphs, and line plots; plot 
coordinate graphs in four quadrants; graph percentages 
Algebra: evaluate algebraic expressions, equations, integers, and function tables  
Statistics and Probability: collect and organize data; calculate range, mean, median, and mode 
Ratio, Proportion, and Percent: read and write ratios; find equivalent ratios; calculate rate; write and solve proportions with 
missing terms; create scale drawings and maps; compare percent related to ratios; find the percent of a number  
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Reading Wonders – McGraw Hill 
Supplemental Text: Reading Wonders leveled readers; Time for Kids magazine, leveled novels  
 
READING 
Process: conduct structural analysis/word analysis including prefixes, suffixes, root words, and Greek and Latin roots; develop 
fluency, including use of Reader’s Theater; use context clues  
Literature: develop comprehension strategies and skills including inference and conclusion, story structure, author’s point of 
view and purpose, cause and effect, compare and contrast, theme, sequence of events, problem and resolution; explore literary 
elements including character, plot development, setting, foreshadowing, descriptive and figurative language; compose literary 
responses including citing text evidence, connect and compare text, use text features 
Informational Text: develop comprehension strategies and skills including inference and conclusion, ask and answer 
questions, summarize, text features and structure, connections between and across texts, author’s point of view and purpose, 
compare and contrast, main idea and key details, problem and solution, order of events; explore expository critique discussions 
including reflect and respond citing text evidence, connect and compare texts across the curriculum; use text features; develop 
media literacy including analyze and interpret information, identify and use structural features, critique and make informed 
decisions 
Research and Inquiry: develop study skills; use functional everyday documents; skim-read; explore research process 
including find and evaluate useful information; enhance technology skills including web searching strategies; utilize search 
engines, databases, and subject directories 
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WRITING 
Process: apply writing process including plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish; utilize writing traits including conventions, ideas, 
organization, sentence fluency, voice, and word choice; develop writer’s craft including strong opening and closing, topic 
sentence, main idea and key details, paragraph and sentence structure, offer relevant supporting evidence; write about text using 
a variety of expressive forms including poetry, personal and fictional narrative, informative or explanatory text, descriptive, 
opinion or persuasive, research report, response to literature, writer’s notebooks/journals 
Research and Inquiry: write and give directions; use graphic organizers; record information using note-taking and outlining; 
appropriately cite sources; complete works cited; discuss intellectual property 
 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
Speaking: give presentations; conduct collaborative conversations; ask and answer text related questions 
Listening: listen openly, responsively, attentively, and critically to oral presentations; ask and answer relevant questions; 
identify reasons and evidence presented by speaker 
 
LANGUAGE 
Vocabulary: analyze and use academic language, synonyms and antonyms, homophones and homographs, figurative language, 
word origins, and families 
Conventions of Standard English: apply grade-level standards for punctuation, sentences, nouns, verbs and verb tenses, 
adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, quotes and dialogue, conjunctions, and interjections 
Spelling: apply grade-level standards for consonant suffixes and plurals, vowel suffixes and spelling rules, homonyms and 
homographs, spelling patterns, exceptions to spelling rules 
 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: Reflections – Harcourt 
Supplemental Resources: Time for Kids magazine 
The First Americans: study early peoples and American Indians in the context of their relationship with the early United States 
Cultures Meet: investigate the Age of Exploration and the creation of the first colonies as a precursor to the settlement of the 
new land 
Settling the Colonies: compare and contrast the formation of the New England Colonies, Middle Colonies, and Southern 
Colonies  
The American Revolution: examine the unification of the colonies; analyze and evaluate the events of the Revolutionary War  
Governing the Nation: consider the impact of the Constitution and other documents on the new American Republic; 
understand the governance of our new nation  
Westward Expansion: explore the changing frontier and the western expansion  
States and Capitals: identify locations and names; develop research skills 
 
LIFE SKILLS - Character Counts 
Text: Today Counts - Character Counts 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend the Six Pillars of Character: caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, 
citizenship, trustworthiness 
Awareness: participate in discussions centered on the character traits and what they mean; identify ways for students to reflect 
on traits in daily living; discuss challenges, solutions, and decisions necessary in situations needing resolution;  
Written Language: write responses to stories, poems, and quotes which analyze writers' intentions; discuss responses to 
writing for best understanding of principles of good character  
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  
 
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN 
Resource: Project Lead the Way - Launch  
Robotics and Automation: obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science ideas to protect 
the Earth’s resources and environment; define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified 
criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, and/or cost; generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a 
problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem; plan and carry out fair tests in 
which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be 
improved; quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the 
text; draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a question 
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quickly or to solve a problem efficiently; integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak 
about the subject knowledgeably; conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through 
investigation of different aspects of a topic; recall relevant information from experiences; gather relevant information from print 
and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished work; provide a list of sources; draw evidence 
from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research 
Robotics and Automation Challenge:  define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified 
criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, and/or cost; generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a 
problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem; plan and carry out fair tests in 
which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be 
improved; quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the 
text; draw on information from multiple print or digital sources; demonstrate the ability to locate an answer to a question 
quickly or to solve a problem efficiently; integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak 
about the subject knowledgeably; conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through 
investigation of different aspects of a topic; recall relevant information from experiences; gather relevant information from print 
and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished work; provide a list of sources; draw evidence 
from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- Beyond Technology Education    meets once per week 
Operating System: (Windows 8) 
Applied Technology: independent problem solving utilizing programs listed 
Program Operation – Application Software:  
Keyboarding: type for accuracy and speed (goal: 15-20 wpm) 
Word Processing: read, create, and interpret tables (Microsoft Office Word) 
Desktop Publishing: achieve mastery of basic elements of desktop publishing (Microsoft Office Publisher) 
Spreadsheets: input data and utilize charts (Microsoft Office Excel) 
Multimedia: create multimedia projects (Microsoft PowerPoint) 
 
LIBRARY  meets once weekly 
Digital Resources: Destiny and Destiny Quest - Follett, ExpertSpace - Grolier, New Book of Knowledge - Grolier, Multimedia 
Encyclopedia - Grolier, Tumblebook Library - Grolier, web guides, and digital libraries 
Library Instruction: read a wide variety of grade level appropriate text in print and online; participate in book talks and as 
peer book reviewers; understand how features of print and digital text make information accessible; use specialized text features 
to locate relevant information; use appropriate reference materials, including thesaurus; define the topic of a research 
investigation; create and use complex keyword searches to locate information online; locate information in the library, including 
biographies using the online catalog and the library classification system; locate relevant information using scanning and 
skimming; evaluate the source and the information for accuracy, credibility, and relevance; determine whether the information 
confirms or changes original questions and whether more information is needed; employ more than one resource to verify and 
determine accuracy; record bibliographic information in an acceptable format; describe how media resources can serve as 
sources for information, entertainment, persuasion, interpretation of events, and transmission of culture    
Common Sense Education: use basic safety procedures online; demonstrate legal and ethical behavior in information use; 
understand and respect personal information and property; learn appropriate sharing of private information online; create digital 
superhero comic to identify and resolve issues of poor digital citizenship; evaluate privacy policies on children’s websites; 
explore in-person and online cyberbullying and strategies for handling it; explore how media portrays and communicates gender 
roles 
 
MANDARIN  meets twice weekly for one semester 
Text: My First Chinese Reader, Volume I - Better Chinese 
Oral Language Development: develop oral fluency using correct sentence structure in the areas of greetings, school, family, 
nationalities, date/time, numbers 1-100, directions, and food; articulate expressions of courtesy 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend vocabulary related to greetings, nationalities, school, family, directions, 
date/time, food, and numbers 1-100 
Written Language: explain the differences between Pinyin and Chinese characters; label the Pinyin with the correct tone 
marks; write Chinese characters in the correct stroke orders; note that verbs are not conjugated; change singular nouns to plural 
nouns; recognize the radicals in each Chinese character 
Cultural Awareness: identify the differences between Chinese lunar calendar and the Gregorian calendar; list and describe 
different Chinese holidays 
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MUSIC  meets twice per week  
Text: Music Connection – Silver, Burdett & Ginn; MusicPlay – Grade 5 by Denise Gagne  
Melody: sing alone and with others while performing a variety of repertoire; read and identify notes in both the treble and the 
bass clef 
Beat and Rhythm: tap, play, and move to a steady beat; perform and dictate rhythmic patterns from repertoire; read and notate 
quarter, half, eighth, sixteenth, and dotted notes; read and notate quarter, half, eighth, and sixteenth rests; identify ¾ and 4/4 
meter; identify and perform pickup notes 
Harmony: sing 2 and 3 part rounds, canons, and descants; sing in two-part harmony 
Instrumental Technique: perform a variety of repertoire alone and with others; differentiate between the parts of a ukulele; 
perform a variety of chords on the ukulele; discuss the instruments of a concert band and how each instrument produces sound 
Creating: create movements and rhythm patterns  
Form: listen to, analyze, and describe the structure of a song; identify phrases as same or different; recognize a repeat sign; 
identify AB, ABA, call-response, theme and variations, and first and second endings  
Expression: listen to, analyze, and verbally describe the expressive qualities in a piece of music; differentiate between legato 
and staccato; identify and perform the dynamics of a piece of music using correct terms; sing expressively to demonstrate an 
understanding of the text 
Cultural/Historical Context: listen to, analyze, and describe music from a variety of cultures; perform and/or listen to songs 
from a variety of cultural heritages and historical periods, with a strong emphasis on American song literature  
Choir: Elementary Choir is an optional activity for those students interested in singing beyond the classroom. Students will be 
exposed to a variety of choral literature, cannons, rounds, and two-part harmony. Along with performing at school events and 
functions, they will also perform within the community	 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  meets twice weekly 
Movement: demonstrate walking, running, aerobics, yoga, and dance   
Fitness: practice calisthenics; participate in circuit training, National Fitness Test   
Manipulative Skills: throw a ball overhand and underhand; catch, kick, punt, strike, tap, dribble, and volley the appropriate 
ball for each specific sport 
Organized Games: participate in flag football, volleyball, handball, kickball, basketball, soccer, track and field   
Social Development: demonstrate self-confidence and positive image, cooperation, and fair play; show respect for and 
acceptance of decisions made by game officials 
 
RELIGION  meets once per week 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week and a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service; experience classroom 
prayer 
Study: memorize weekly Bible verse 
Curriculum: respond to overview of Old and New Testaments; learn about book of Genesis, specific people, prophets and 
leaders of the Old Testament 
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SCIENCE  meets twice weekly 
Text: Grade 5 Science Resources, CA Edition – Delta Education 
Modular Kits: FOSS (Full Option Science System) – Britannica Science Systems 
Scientific Reasoning & Technology - use scientific method; assess science safety 
Physical Science - Mixtures and Solutions (elements, atoms, chemical formulas/reactions): understand and observe that in 
chemical reactions the atoms in the reactants rearrange to form products with different properties; know that all matter is made 
of atoms which may combine to form molecules; become familiar with the periodic table of the elements; understand that each 
element is made of one kind of atom and that they are organized according to their chemical properties 
Earth Science -Weather and Water Vapor:  know that earth is 70% water and most is salt water; understand evaporation as 
water vapor and liquid when it touches a cool surface; understand where freshwater on Earth is found;  learn the origin of the 
water used by local communities 
Life Science - Living Systems (circulatory, digestive):  know that blood circulates through the body; identify the four parts of 
blood; examine the parts of the heart; understand how the body is fed nutrients via the bloodstream; study the digestive system; 
understand the role of delivering food to the body’s cells; understand that plant and animal cells break down sugar to obtain 
energy, a process resulting in carbon dioxide and water (respiration) 
Investigation and Experimentation: classify objects in accordance with appropriate criteria; plan and conduct a simple 
investigation based on student-developed questions; write instruction for others to carry out the procedure; record data by using 
appropriate graphic representations, including charts, graphs, and labeled diagrams   
  
SPANISH    meets twice weekly for one semester  
Text: ¡Viva el Español! C –McGraw Hill 
Oral Language Development: increase fluency with oral responses; develop multiple descriptive sentences; learn expressions 
of courtesy 
Vocabulary Development: identify numbers 1-1,000; practice verb/adjective agreement; tell time; practice present tense verb 
conjugation 
Written Language: conjugate present tense verbs; utilize adjective agreement; utilize prepositions in simple sentences 
Cultural Awareness: learn and explore the countries and capitals of South America 
 
VISUAL ARTS    meets once per week 
Perceptual Skills: use visual arts vocabulary; examine representational/non-representational, and abstract art; analyze the art 
elements and principles; identify and demonstrate quality craftsmanship through care for and use of materials, tools, and 
equipment  
Art Elements: use the elements of art in describing similarities/differences in artwork and environment 
Art Principles: describe unity and harmony 
Creative Expression: apply one-point perspective to create illusion of space; use perspective to create a real or imaginary 
scene; combine ideas to generate an innovative idea for art making 
Historical and Cultural Context: identify and compare works of art from various regions of the U.S. 
Aesthetic Valuing: describe purposes of art from specific cultures 
Connections, Relationships, and Applications: illustrate linear perspective to depict geometric objects in space  
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Perseverance - Early Colonial Life 
Trimester One 
Mathematics: analyze planting of crops and trading; calculate area and perimeter of homes and garden plots 
Engineering: construct colonial homes using Legos 
Technology: engage in Minecraft (free online game version); create a travel brochure for an explorer using PowerPoint 
for an explorer 
History-Social Science: experience early colonial life and hardships through our Pilgrim Simulation  
English: document early colonial life through journal writing  
Art: appropriately illustrate journal writing 
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Independence - American Revolutionary War 
 Trimester Two 
Mathematics: analyze time lines 
Engineering: construct a buoyant and water-tight tea crate from specific materials  
Science: analyze buoyancy and waterproof qualities of tea crate materials 
Technology: analyze early American history by viewing and discussing "Liberty's Kids", PBS video series 
History-Social Science: experience early American life and hardships through our "Walk Through the American 
Revolution" presentation 
English Language Arts: engage in active note taking, using History textbook lessons; write a persuasive letter, create a 
political cartoon, and write a motivational speech 
Art: illustrate active, note-taking, folder activities 
 
Exploration - American Post War Western Expansion 
Trimester Three 
Mathematics: use probability skills to increase odds of simulation success based on group decision making 
Engineering: utilize map making skills and determine distances of various route options 
Technology: engage in team based challenges using interactive whiteboards 
History: experience western expansion life and hardships through our Oregon Trail Simulation  
English: document western expansion life through journal writing (author's point of view from period character) 
Art: illustrate the family who will be moving across the United States 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
Nixon Library 
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SIXTH GRADE 
 
CORE CLASSES  meet five days weekly for the full year 
 
MATHEMATICS 
Text: Saxon Course 1 – Saxon Publishers 
Numerical Patterns 
Geometry: calculate missing measurements; classify parallelograms; construct perpendicular lines; calculate area and 
circumference of circles; identify complementary/supplementary angles; recognize convex/concave plane figures; identify 
polyhedrons; calculate volume and surface area of polyhedrons 
Fractions: add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions 
Money: calculate sales tax and total cost 
Measurement: relate perimeter to area; recognize the decimal-metric connection of prefixes; measure length to the nearest 1/16 
inch 
Time: calculate elapsed time 
Addition: add numbers up to 7-digits; add integers 
Subtraction: subtract integers 
Multiplication: multiply integers 
Division: solve division problems with a 4-digit quotient; divide decimals by a decimal with accurate placement of the decimal 
point; divide integers 
Problem Solving, Reasoning and Processes: identify and apply mathematics to real world situations; find patterns 
Number Theory: write numbers in scientific notation; find prime factors in three digit numbers; find the value of expressions 
that contain exponents and square roots; calculate mean, median, mode, and range 
Graphs: create and interpret triple bar/triple line graphs, line plots, and stem-and-leaf plots; recognize misleading graphs and 
statistics; graph points on a coordinate plane 
Place Value: identify place value of digits through trillions; read and write numbers through trillions  
Decimals: identify place values of digit through millionths; read and write numbers through millionths; represent quotients as 
terminating or repeating decimals 
Properties: recognize and apply the identity, distributive, commutative, associative, and zero properties 
Ratio, Proportion, and Percent: write ratios as percents; calculate unit rate; calculate distance/rate/time; identify similar 
figures; recognize percents greater than 100% and less than 1%; calculate missing percent; solve proportions using ratio boxes  
 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
Texts: Grade 6 - Core Literature level 6, Grammar for Writing level 6, Word Wise level 6 - McDougal Littell; Jane Schaffer 
Writing Program    
Core Literature: Walk Two Moons by Sharon Creech, A Boy of the Painted Cave by Justen Denzel, The Summer of Riley by 
Eve Bunting  
Reading: select, read, and respond to a variety of literary types and genre including core, extended, and recreational literature; 
consider character qualities and motives, feelings, and actions; recognize the basic elements of plot and works of fiction; 
identify types of propaganda; interpret dialogue; decide upon word meaning using word analysis skills, derive meaning of 
unknown words using context clues (base word, affixes); recognize patterns within different forms of informational texts 
Writing: write in a variety of styles including expository, narrative, persuasive, descriptive, and poetic; utilize particular 
vocabulary to develop style; use the mechanics and conventions of language; write about themes and values; write in response 
to literature; utilize organizational skills of classifying, summarizing, outlining, and note taking; develop five-paragraph essays 
through cross-curricular projects 
Speaking and Listening: apply organizational skills and strategies for classifying, categorizing, and summarizing when 
speaking in content areas; utilize discussion skills including attentive listening, explaining a point, and disagreeing tactfully; 
practice communication skills in a variety of ways (reporting, interpreting, dramatizing, debating, and evaluating); derive 
meaning from voice inflection and pause; use critical listening skills; analyze sources to make value judgments  
Language:  apply strategies for vocabulary acquisition; analyze synonyms, antonyms, denotation, and connotation to determine 
word meaning; use correct grammar and mechanics conventions; evaluate grammatical structure 
Media Presentation: attend Macintosh Boot Camp to familiarize students with Apple laptop use and care; develop 21st 
Century technology skills and concepts; create Power Point presentations, design Prezis, produce IMovies to further enhance 
technological abilities   
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HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: My World History by Pearson 
Core Literature: analyze primary sources from ancient time periods 
The Earliest Cultures: examine the first peoples and their places in the Stone Age; compare the hunter-gatherers to the first 
farming communities; plot the migration of peoples 
Early Middle Eastern Civilization: examine Mesopotamia’s early empires; study archaeological methods; describe early 
inventions 
Early African Civilization: compare ancient Kush, ancient Nok, ancient Egyptians, and their contributions to the world 
Early Asian Civilization: discover the factors that led to the development of ancient India and ancient China; study ancient 
religions and their life meanings 
Early Americans: examine the Olmec and the ancient North Americans 
Foundation of Western Ideas: analyze the contributions of ancient Israelites, ancient Greeks, and classical Greek scholars 
Rome: learn why the Romans were successful in building an empire; identify the beginnings of Christianity; discuss the causes 
for the fall of Rome 
Map Skills: review the parts of maps; utilize longitude and latitude; practice daily geography; discover geography of the 
ancient world; classify geographical factors that influence the development of civilizations 
Viewpoints: evaluate point of view, fact, and opinion  
Timelines, Graphs, Charts, Diagrams: perform historical analysis and interpretation 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Movement: participate in walking, running, aerobics, Tae-Bo, yoga, Pilates, dance 
Fitness: participate in calisthenics, circuit training, National Fitness Test 
Manipulative Skills: demonstrate ball skills (overhand and underhand, throw, catch, kick, punt, strike, tap, dribble, volley) 
Organized Games: participate in flag football, volleyball, handball, kickball, basketball, soccer, track and field 
Social Development: demonstrate self-confidence, positive self-image, cooperation, and fair play; respect and accept decisions 
made by game officials 
 
SCIENCE 
Text: Focus on Earth Science – Prentice Hall 
Scientific Reasoning: share science current events; demonstrate scientific inquiry; devise formal laboratory write-ups; apply 
lab safety standards; measure using metric units 
Introductory Earth Science: diagram Earth’s structure; explain plate tectonics; analyze earthquakes; simulate volcanic activity 
and magma; classify minerals and rocks; create and interpret maps; describe effects of weathering and erosion; investigate 
layers of the atmosphere; interpret weather factors; explore characteristics of Earth’s solar system 
 
 
WORLD LANGUAGES  meet four days weekly for the full year 
 
MANDARIN  
Text: Discovering Chinese, Volume I - Better Chinese 
Oral Language Development: refine Chinese pronunciations and produce the correct accent and tones; develop basic 
conversational skills with correct grammar in the areas of: greetings, school, family, nationalities, date and time, numbers 1-
10,000, directions, and food; articulate expressions of courtesy 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend vocabulary related to: greetings, nationalities, school, family, directions, 
date/time, food, and numbers 1-10,000 
Written Language: change singular nouns to plural nouns; note that verbs are not conjugated, and that there is no case change 
in Chinese pronouns/nouns; use the correct gender-specific pronouns; construct correct sentences using the verb “to be” 是, and 
verb negation 不; apply the flexible use of possessive word 的; know when to use and when to omit; explain the differences 
between Pinyin and Chinese characters; label the Pinyin with the correct tone marks; write Chinese characters in the correct 
stroke orders; recognize the radicals in each Chinese character  
Cultural Awareness: list Chinese speaking countries and pinpoint them on a map; list and describe Chinese holidays and their 
customs; demonstrate the art of Chinese calligraphy and Chinese painting  
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SPANISH  
Text: Avancemos 1a– McDougal Littell 
Oral Language Development: practice and refine pronunciation and accent; develop basic conversation skills 
Vocabulary Development: learn basic greetings; describe weather; respond to classroom commands; learn the days of the 
week and months of the year; identify numbers 0-1,000,000; describe after school activities; talk about different foods and 
drink; describe self and others' schedules; tell time; describe classes; describe location; express feelings and emotions; talk 
about family; give dates 
Written Language: conjugate  “ar”,“er”,“ir” verbs in present tense and all persons; conjugate irregular verbs (ir, ser, estar); 
conjugate stem changing verbs and reflexive verbs; apply definite and indefinite articles; select subject-verb agreement and 
possessive adjectives 
Cultural Awareness: identify geographic locations; discover holidays and cultural celebrations; explore art, music, and dance 
from various Latin American countries and within the United States 
 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  meet once weekly for the full year 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- Beyond Technology Education  
Snapshot of the World - Create Multimedia Presentations 
Operating System: maintain files; run applications; use devices properly 
Word Processing: create, store, retrieve, and print text 
Desktop Publishing: design, lay out, and produce documents for output on printer 
Database: collect data, retrieve, and manipulate data  
Multimedia: create projects using Microsoft PowerPoint 
Graphics: manipulate, display, and format pictures, diagrams, graphs, and symbols 
Internet: Access web; research topics; utilize proper internet etiquette 
 
LIFE SKILLS 
Character Development: understand and model “Virtue of the Week”; focus on study skills and social peer interactions 
including cooperation, listening, friendship, bullying, character, self-esteem, teamwork, communication, and self-respect 
 
RELIGION 
Text: The Holy Bible - New International Version (Teen Devotional Bible) 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week; experience a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service 
Curriculum: explore major themes in the Old Testament (Books of the Law, history, Prophecy, kingship, poetry); recognize 
the Bible as a library of literature as well as a book of faith; introduce major Jewish holidays (Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, 
Hanukkah and Passover) and discover how they relate to the Old Testament  
 
ROBOTICS - Project Lead the Way, Automation and Robotics  meets once weekly 
Materials: VEX Robotics and Project lead the Way LMS 
Algorithms: communicate solutions to a problem; create steps to solve the problems; create algorithms 
Robotics: investigate the history and use of robots; identify movement, degrees of freedom, and work envelope of robots; 
understand the relationship between degrees of freedom and work envelope; explore independent versus controlled robotic 
systems, computer operations of robotic systems, and the five main parts of a robotic systems (controller, program, manipulator, 
and an end); study present robotic designs; investigate the future of robotics 
Mechanisms: investigate how mechanisms transmit movements so that the output movement is different from the input 
movement; demonstrate knowledge of change direction, speed, force or type of movement; understand output, input, speed, 
torque, and reversible power 
Motion: investigate rotary and linear motion 
Gears: study the relationship between speed and torque; apply gear ratios; build and recognize: simple, idle, worm and wheel, 
bevel, chain and sprocket, differential, lead screw, rack and pinion, universal, belt and pulley, crank and slider, cam and 
follower gears; outline flow of power, type of movement, speed; note if power is reversible 
Automated Systems: understand that automated systems require minimal human intervention; investigate use and nature of 
automated systems; differentiate between open versus closed-loop systems; know seven technological resources and how they 
are integrated into an open and closed loop system 
Troubleshooting: learn to problem solve methodically to identify the cause of a malfunction in a technological system 
Inventing: turn ideas and imagination into devices and systems 
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Programming: describe the purpose of pseudocode and comments within a computer program 
Constructing: design, build, wire, and program both open and closed loop systems; design, build, wire, and program both open 
and closed loop systems 
Engineering Team: understand roles and responsibilities of mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers who solve robotic 
problems 
Engineering Design: evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic process to determine how well they meet the 
criteria and constraints of the problem; define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to ensure 
a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people and the natural 
environment that may limit possible solutions; analyze data from tests to determine similarities and differences among several 
design solutions to identify the best characteristics of each that can be combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria 
for success; develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed object, tool, or process such 
that an optimal design can be achieved 
 
VISUAL ARTS 
Artistic Perception: describe how balance is effectively used in a work of art; differentiate between symmetrical, 
asymmetrical, and radial balance 
Art Elements:  describe elements of art in works of art (color, shape/form, line, texture, space, value) 
Art Principles: describe the principles of design in works of art; describe how balance is used in a work of art (symmetrical, 
asymmetrical, and radial) 
Creative Expression: create increasingly complex original works of art reflecting personal choices and increased technical 
skills 
Historical and Cultural Content: describe works of art from a culture and how they have changed or not changed in theme 
and content 
Aesthetic Valuing: articulate changes in artwork  
Connections, Relationships, Applications: identify visual metaphors that express traditions and myths of selected cultures; 
create artist statement and reflection using subject specific vocabulary to describe personal choices in creating art 
 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  meet once weekly for one trimester 
 
LIBRARY 
SIXTH GRADE meets weekly 
Digital resources-Follett Destiny and Destiny Quest, Grolier ExpertSpace, Grolier New Book of Knowledge, Grolier 
Multimedia Encyclopedia, Tumblebook (e-book) Library, Common Sense Education Digital Bytes, web guides and digital 
libraries 
Library Instruction: read a wide variety of grade level appropriate text in print and online toward the goal of reading one 
million words annually by grade eight; participate in book talks and as peer book reviewers; choose reading from a variety of 
genres; improve and apply more complex search and pre-search strategies; identify appropriate keywords, terms and synonyms 
using search engines; identify and locate multiple sources of information both in the school library and outside resources, such 
as the public library and online databases; understand and employ Boolean search techniques and search expanders and limiters; 
analyze evidence to support a research question, including analyzing information from illustrations, photographs, charts, graphs, 
maps, and captions; explain the authority, timeliness, and accuracy of information resources and identify any unsupported 
statements in information; restate fact and details and organize those ideas for note taking; learn to accurately record citation 
information for each type of resource used 
Common Sense Education: evaluate the place of digital media and learn the importance to act responsibly; learn search 
strategies and a five step plan to conduct effective and efficient online searches; understand identity theft and learn how to guard 
against it; reflect on what it means to stand up for others online; generate multiple solutions for cyberbullying; understand 
copyright is a legal system that protects creative work; learn about fair use; participate in project-based experiences through 
topical, media-rich, collaborative activities 
 
MEDIA PRESENTATIONS 
Resources: explore and identify information online and through print and multimedia; apply knowledge of fiction and non-
fiction texts; use organizational structures to locate relevant sources 
Skills: research questions; observe school-based computer use policies; follow safe practices for assignments and personal 
searches 
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PERFORMING ARTS  
Music: recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, sixteenth, and dotted notes; apply rhythmic and expressive 
knowledge when viewing a score; recognize notes in the treble and bass clefs;  
Theater Skills: discuss a variety of careers in the performing arts including (but not limited to) songwriter, engineer, producer, 
background singer, music therapist, etc.; prepare a presentation on one of these careers and research its history, relevance, and 
important figures; discuss the importance of group work; compare and contrast a variety of visual media within the same genre; 
implement blocking, movement, and character development in scene work with other actors 
 
PERFORMING ARTS ELECTIVE CLASSES  meet three days weekly for the full year 
 
BAND 
Text: Essential Elements for Band – Book One – Lautzenheiser, Higgins, Menghini, Lavender, Rhodes, and Bierschenk  
Supplemental Text: Standard of Excellence: Festival Ensembles by Pearson and Elledge  
Care of Instrument: identify the different parts of chosen instrument; assemble and disassemble instrument with care and 
precision; clean instrument and maintain the current condition of the instrument  
Rhythm: visually and aurally recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth notes; visually and aurally 
recognize quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests; perform rhythmic examples with accuracy of note durations; 
demonstrate rhythmic knowledge on chosen instrument  
Melody: recognize and perform notes in chosen instrument’s clef (treble or bass); demonstrate an understanding of basic 
fingering positions and airflow; maintain one’s melody within a group setting; analyze a score to determine which two parts are 
playing the same melody, which instrument group should be in the forefront of the musical texture 
Technique: demonstrate one’s knowledge of the breathing apparatus through breathing exercises and repertoire; demonstrate 
one’s knowledge of tonguing through a variety of repertoire; maintain a consistent, well-supported tone; apply good posture 
through exercises and a variety of performance-ready pieces  
Expression: discuss and demonstrate how to incorporate various expressive elements into one’s playing, including dynamics, 
phrasing, tempi, and articulation  
Musical Symbols: recognize various musical symbols and terminology, including (but not limited to) repeat signs, double bar 
lines, crescendos, decrescendos, and dynamics 
Repertoire: duplicate on an instrument a repertoire of instrumental literature representing various genres, styles, and cultures 
with expression, technical accuracy, tone quality, and articulation by oneself and in an ensemble setting  
 
CHOIR 
Text: a variety of individually selected pieces in various styles including (but not limited to) classical, jazz, spiritual, popular, 
folk, and multi-cultural music  
Rhythm: visually and aurally recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth notes; visually and aurally 
recognize quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests; perform rhythmic examples with accuracy of note durations 
Melody: sing in unison, two, and three-part harmony, rounds, partner songs; maintain in-tune singing with accompaniment or a 
cappella; introduce sight singing 
Technique: demonstrate one’s knowledge of the breathing apparatus through breathing exercises and repertoire; maintain a 
consistent, well-supported tone; apply good posture through warm-up exercises and a variety of performance-ready pieces; 
demonstrate healthy vocal resonance; introduce International Phonetic Alphabet 
Expression: discuss and demonstrate how to incorporate various expressive elements into one’s singing including dynamics, 
phrasing, tempi, articulation, and text understanding 
Musical Symbols: recognize various musical symbols and terminology, including (but not limited to) repeat signs, double bar 
lines, crescendos, decrescendos, dynamic symbols 
 
DANCE 
Description: learn rules, procedures, etiquette and vocabulary required for safe and effective participation in dance 
Skills: participate in a sequential introduction to dance techniques such as warm up, cool down, conditioning, stretching, and 
injury prevention; practice dance styles including modern, jazz, and world dance; design, improvise, and perform movement 
sequences; solve movement problems; produce choreographic projects 
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ACTIVITIES  meet once weekly for the full year 
 
Advanced Drawing 
In this class, students improve and expand their drawing skills, while broadening their ideas of what defines drawing. The 
students refine the technical and conceptual skills that are critical to the drawing process, while also developing communication 
and critical thinking skills. Art mediums include pencils, colored pencils, water-soluble colored pencils, scratchboard and ink.  
 
Book Club 
Book Club is geared toward students who enjoy reading and discussing books. During weekly meetings, students focus on 
assigned monthly reading genres.  Members participate in "Book Talks" which include book reviews.  In addition, students are 
encouraged to publish their individual reviews online.  Continuing in the tradition of the Class of 2014’s Book Club, this group 
provides books to those who have less access to books. 
 
Creative Writing Club 
In this dynamic writing workshop, students experience the benefits of creative expression through crafting and revising their 
own short stories, poems, and non-fiction essays. All writers are full participants in the “workshop” process. Students learn a 
variety of exercises focused on encouraging individual creativity. They also engage in the process of sharing and editing each 
other’s work in a non-judgmental environment. Discussions are devoted to analyses of students' work and that of professional 
writers. Students gain a greater knowledge of craft, enhanced approaches to revising their work, and a far better understanding 
of their own unique writing style. 
 
Garden Club 
The students in the Garden Club work together to maintain our school’s new garden.  They have the opportunity to engage in 
agricultural practices and learn the importance of caring for natural resources.  The course covers all aspects of growing 
including understanding soil structure, pruning techniques, plant identification, and harvesting.  The Garden Club students assist 
other Middle Division students in the care and nurturing of the garden. 
 
PALs – Peer Assistance and Leadership 
Peer Assistance and Leadership is available to 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students. The program is designed to be a peer support 
program. Students selected to be part of the PAL program serve as contacts for other students who may need someone to talk 
with or need help in other areas. PALs utilizes a study called “Success for Teens.” This study shows that success is not about 
"smarts, looks, or luck"; instead, it is about becoming the best possible person and making the most of one's talents and 
opportunities. The students are continually being trained to set good examples, meet new people, participate in charity work, 
and help others. PALs members are involved in a variety of activities on campus.   
  
Student Council 
Student Council is the School's student governing body.  Members of Student Council are elected by their classmates.  Student 
Council members participate in leadership, decision-making, event planning, school spirit activities, and serve as 
representatives to their peers. 
 
Study Hall 
This course is designed to provide students with independent, quiet, study time.  Students are placed with other peers from the 
same grade level.  Study Hall provides students with a structured, scheduled, academic environment and the opportunity to 
complete assignments and access school resources. 
 
Video Production 
This class introduces the basics of video production while utilizing camcorders, video editing software, and digital workflows.  
Students study video technologies, basic equipment operation, video composition, audio production, and visual storytelling.  
Class members learn and practice pre-production, production, and post-production skills to produce videos.  Students 
experience assorted multimedia tools that can be used to enhance future education and work related projects and presentations. 
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World Drumming 
World drumming gives students an invaluable hands-on musical experience. Students play a variety of drums and other 
percussion instruments, and as an ensemble, experience the rhythms of Africa, Brazil, USA, and the Caribbean. After learning 
basic drumming techniques, students learn how to improvise and communicate with their peers in a non-verbal manner. This 
class builds important communication and listening skills, cooperative teamwork, and respect for others. 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Mapping  
Trimester One 
Engineering: plan and create a site model of a map 
Mathematics: accurately measure an area to be mapped; create a scale relating centimeters on a map to meters of actual 
distance 
Science: observe and record natural and man-made features of a neighborhood site; communicate the features of the map to the 
class              
History: recreate the map of Mesopotamia, filling in the important geographical areas that shaped life there   
Mandarin: identify and locate the countries that have a Mandarin speaking population on the map 
 
Movement   
Trimester Two 
Engineering: design and build a seismograph that measures and records the seismic waves that result from Earth's movements 
during earthquakes 
Mathematics: explore aerodynamics using student created paper airplanes; collect and interpret data related to distance flown, 
time aloft, and rate of accuracy 
Science: describe convection currents in Earth's mantle; explain how these currents use the movement of tectonic plates 
History: investigate social movements that changed history 
Mandarin: demonstrate movements of the paintbrush as students write Chinese calligraphy 
 
The Sun  
Trimester Three 
Engineering:  design and build a solar oven that will cook s'mores 
Mathematics: calculate cost of building a solar oven including labor and sales tax; analyze cost saving opportunities; collect 
temperature data and graph 
Science: identify the layers of the sun’s interior and atmosphere; explain what happens to the sun’s energy in the atmosphere 
and at Earth’s surface; experiment to determine if the energy from the sun can be trapped 
History: learn how early civilizations used the sun for energy and religion 
Mandarin: read/listen to the Chinese myth about the ten suns 
  
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
Pali Institute (Outdoor Science School) 
O'Neill Park (Service Learning Project for Park Restoration) 
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SEVENTH GRADE 
 
CORE CLASSES  meet five days weekly for the full year 
 
MATHEMATICS – Beginning Pre-Algebra 
Text:  Saxon Math, Course 2 – Saxon Publishers 
Numerical Patterns: recognize patterns in rational numbers and geometric figures 
Geometry: calculate area and perimeter of complex figures; apply Pythagorean Theorem; construct regular and inscribed 
polygons, construct congruent segments and angles 
Fractions: simplify complex fractions; perform operations using fractions with variables; convert between fractions, decimals, 
and percents 
Money: calculate tax rates, discounts, interest (simple and compound), commission, and profit  
Measurement: convert between U.S. Customary and Metric System; calculate perimeter and area of geometric figures; use 
proportions to determine dimensions of similar figures 
Equations: solve equations using order of operation; evaluate powers and roots 
Problem Solving, Reasoning, and Processes: translate word problems into 1and 2-step algebraic equations 
Number Theory: differentiate between greatest common factor and least common multiple; use prime factorization; compare 
and order rational numbers 
Graphs: construct the different types of graphs; plot coordinate points 
Place Value: demonstrate knowledge of place value as positive and negative powers of ten 
Decimals: convert repeating decimals to fractions; use scientific notation 
Properties: identify commutative, associative, and distributive properties with variables  
Pre-Algebra: translate word problems into algebraic equations and inequalities; solve and graph linear equations; evaluate 
absolute value and square root 
 
MATHEMATICS – Pre-Algebra 
Text:  Algebra 1/2 – Saxon Publishers 
Numerical Patterns: memorize Pythagorean triples 
Geometry: calculate the area and perimeter of complex figures; use the Pythagorean Theorem to find missing segment; apply 
formulas to calculate volume and surface area of geometric solids  
Fractions: convert fractions to decimals and percents   
Money: calculate tax rates, discounts, interest (simple and compound), and commission/profit 
Measurement:  convert between systems using more than two unit multipliers 
Problem Solving, Reasoning and Processes:  solve equations with variable on both sides; demonstrate numerical sense 
Number Theory: analyze the number line; multiply and divide in scientific notation; write numbers using Roman numerals; 
classify real numbers 
Graphs:  graph lines on a coordinate plane; graph inequalities on a number line 
Place Value: write numbers in expanded notation 
Decimals: convert repeating decimals to fractions; use scientific notation 
Ratio, Proportion, and Percent: calculate proportions with complex fractions; determine scale factor of various figures 
Pre-Algebra: combine like terms; solve inequalities and linear equations; calculate powers; estimate square, cubic, and 
quadratic roots 
Algebra: use algebraic terminology to express quantitative relationships; solve multi-step equations and inequalities; write 
algebraic phrases; understand the slope-intercept equation 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Grade 7 - Core Literature, Level 7- McDougal Littell, Grammar for Writing, Level 7 - McDougal Littell, Wordly Wise 
3000 Book 7 - Educators Publishing Service 
Core Literature: The Pearl by John Steinbeck, Freak the Mighty by Rodman Philbrick, The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton, The 
Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien 
Reading: identify and analyze story elements, author’s purpose and style; discuss themes and values in literature; compare and 
contrast literary structure and technique  
Writing: write for a variety of functions and audiences; research character and prepare written notes for Wax Museum 
presentations; write in different literary types and genres; utilize transitional means to connect sentences, paragraphs, and total 
writing 
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Speaking and Listening: utilize discussion skills (giving and receiving constructive criticism, accepting differing points of 
view and different interpretations); improve and enhance delivery techniques for effective oral presentations; derive meaning 
from analogies, themes, stylistic devices, and dramatic conflicts  
Language:  apply strategies for vocabulary acquisition; analyze synonyms, antonyms, denotation, and connotation to determine 
word meaning; use correct grammar and mechanics conventions; evaluate grammatical structure 
 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Text: Medieval and Early Modern Times - Glencoe 
Core Literature: Crispin, and the Cross of Lead by Avi 
Roman Empire: review the rise and fall of the Roman Empire 
Sub-Saharan Africa: identify African empires of the Middle Ages; learn how the gold/salt trade affected life 
The Early Middle Ages: learn the importance of the Germans, Franks, Irish, Saxons, and Vikings 
New Empires: examine the Byzantine, Islamic, and Eastern Slavs 
Medieval Societies: discover the complexities of feudal Europe, Japan, and China 
Europe 1300-1600: study the effects of the Renaissance, Reformation, Scientific Revolution, and the Age of Enlightenment 
Civilizations of the Americas: review the Aztec, Incan, and Mayan civilizations 
Nations and Empires: recognize the formation of modern countries 
Map Skills: review geography and how it shaped the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and early modern civilizations 
Special Projects: produce a group research newspaper for the Middle Ages using creative writing and computer skills 
  
SCIENCE 
Text: Focus on Life Science - Prentice Hall 
Scientific Reasoning: comprehend science current events; apply the scientific process in a science notebook; analyze formal 
laboratory write-ups; identify lab safety; differentiate metric measurements; report data on various types of graphs; illustrate 
specimens with appropriate lab drawing requirements 
Introductory of Life Science: interpret cell structure and function; recognize cell process and energy; demonstrate genetics and 
genetic diseases through technology; learn classification of living things: monerans, protists, fungi; describe plants without 
seeds and plants with seeds; recognize invertebrates: ectothermic, endothermic; recognize vertebrates; distinguish human body 
systems; categorize plant identifications; understand and evaluate climate changes 
Catalina Marine Science Camp: dissect and identify squid; categorize native plant species; identify local ecosystems 
O'Neill Park: Plant Walk: prepare and illustrate the scientific names and samples of native California plant life by identifying 
plant species; formulate scientific processes and hypotheses on local ecosystems; graph plants according to ecosystems; 
research alternative plant use among Native Americans 
 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
Movement: demonstrate walking, running, aerobics, Tae-Bo, yoga, and dance   
Fitness: participate in calisthenics and physical fitness testing   
Manipulative Skills: demonstrate ball skills (overhand and underhand, throw, catch, kick, punt, dribble, and volley) 
Organized Games: participate in flag football, volleyball, handball, kickball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse, track and field   
Social: demonstrate self-confidence and positive self-image, cooperation, and fair play; respect and accept decisions made by 
game officials   
 
WORLD LANGUAGES 
 
MANDARIN                          
Text: Discovering Chinese, Volume I - Better Chinese 
Oral Language Development: refine Chinese pronunciations and produce the correct accent and tones; develop basic 
conversational skills with correct grammar in the areas of greetings, school, family, nationalities, date and time, numbers 1-
10,000, directions, and food; articulate expressions of courtesy 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend vocabulary related to greetings, nationalities, school, family, directions, 
date/time, food, and numbers 1-10,000 
Written Language: change singular nouns to plural nouns; note that verbs are not conjugated and that there is no case change 
in Chinese pronouns and nouns; use the correct gender-specific pronouns; construct correct sentences using the verb “to be” 是 
and verb negation 不; apply the flexible use of possessive word 的; know when to use and when to omit; explain the differences 
between Pinyin and Chinese characters; label the Pinyin with the correct tone marks; write Chinese characters in the correct 
stroke orders; recognize the radicals in each Chinese character  
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Cultural Awareness: list countries that speak Chinese and pinpoint them on a map; list and describe Chinese holidays and their 
customs; demonstrate the art of Chinese calligraphy and Chinese painting  
 
SPANISH  
Text: ¡En Español! – McDougal Littell 
Oral Language Development: practice listening and speaking skills using dialogues, audio clips, and conversation exercises 
Vocabulary Development: recognize more advanced vocabulary and grammar; identify capitals of Spanish speaking countries; 
express likes and dislikes; apply the use of possessive language, interrogatory vocabulary, subject pronouns, definite & 
indefinite articles, personal A, classroom commands; show understanding of agreement in gender and number; practice correct 
sentence structure; translate native tongue twisters and idioms 
Written Language: complete independent research projects and creative writing projects; comprehend more advanced text; 
identify and conjugate seven irregular verbs in their present tense form 
Cultural Awareness: discuss current events; explore multi-cultural issues and various cultures of Spanish-speaking countries; 
explore holiday celebrations 
 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  meet one day weekly for the full year 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- Beyond Technology Education 
CEO Challenge - apply areas of technology to build a business 
Operating System: maintain file; run applications; use devices properly 
Word Processing: create, store, retrieve, and print text 
Desktop Publishing: design, layout, and produce documents for output on printer 
Database: collect data, retrieve and manipulate data  
Multimedia: create projects using Microsoft PowerPoint 
Graphics: manipulate, display and format pictures, diagrams, graphs, and symbols 
Internet: access web; research topics; utilize proper internet etiquette 
 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Music: recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, sixteenth, and dotted notes; apply rhythmic and expressive 
knowledge when viewing a score; recognize notes in the treble and bass clefs; demonstrate one’s knowledge of how to hold and 
properly ring a handbell; analyze a score and perform handbell repertoire in 3 octaves 
Theater Skills: discuss a variety of careers in the performing arts (e.g. Songwriter, engineer, producer, background singer, 
music therapist); prepare a presentation on one of these careers and research its history, relevance, and important figures; 
discuss the importance of group work; compare and contrast a variety of visual media within the same genre; implement 
blocking, movement, and character development in scene work with other actors  
 
LIBRARY meets weekly 
Digital resources-Follett Destiny and Destiny Quest, Grolier ExpertSpace, Grolier New Book of Knowledge, Grolier 
Multimedia Encyclopedia, Tumblebook (e-book) Library, Common Sense Education Digital Bytes, web guides and digital 
libraries 
Library Instruction: read a wide variety of grade level appropriate text in print and online toward the goal of reading one 
million words annually by grade eight; participate in book talks and as peer book reviewers; choose reading materials from a 
variety of genres; develop and use successful search strategies to locate information including primary and secondary sources; 
use digital resources to access information beyond the school library collection, including a public library subscription database; 
establish a hypothesis or position statement; identify topics and subtopics; use periodical databases to locate information; 
demonstrate effective note taking, including citation references, quotations, and major points; evaluate sources and the potential 
for bias; evaluate the authority of authors and sponsoring organizations for websites, as well as currency and timeliness; 
understand ethical and legal issues regarding the use of intellectual property; utilize online bibliography tools for research 
projects; present information collaboratively 
Common Sense Education:  review media habits and reflect on the role of digital media; understand piracy and plagiarism and 
the ethical and legal implications in the context of creative work; understand rules for safe online messaging, and develop 
strategies to deal with uncomfortable situations when communicating online; learn about digital footprints and that a person’s 
online information can be helpful or harmful; learn criteria that will help students evaluate websites; participate in project-based 
experiences through topical, media-rich, collaborative activities 
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RELIGION 
Text: The Holy Bible – New International Version; Teen Devotional Bible 
Worship: attend two chapel services a week, a monthly all-school chapel or Holy Eucharist service  
Curriculum: respond to age level introduction to the New Testament; read a portion of each NT book and write a weekly 
essay; understand the historical context of each book and the life lessons available to students 
 
ROBOTICS  
Resource: Project lead the Way - Automation and Robotics  
Materials: VEX Robotics and Project lead the Way LMS 
Algorithms: communicate solutions to a problem; create steps to solve the problems; create algorithms 
Robotics: investigate the history and use of robots; identify movement, degrees of freedom and work envelope of robots; 
understand the relationship between degrees of freedom and work envelope; explore independent versus controlled robotic 
systems, computer operations of robotic systems, and the five main parts of a robotic systems (controller, program, manipulator, 
and an end); study present robotic designs; investigate the future of robotics 
Mechanisms: investigate how mechanisms transmit movements so that the output movement is different from the input 
movement; demonstrate knowledge of change direction, speed, force or type of movement; understand output, input, speed, 
torque, and reversible power 
Motion: investigate rotary and linear motion 
Gears: study the relationship between speed and torque; apply gear ratios; build and recognize simple, idle, worm and wheel, 
bevel, chain and sprocket, differential, lead screw, rack and pinion, universal, belt and pulley, crank and slider, cam and 
follower gears; outline flow of power, type of movement, speed; note if power is reversible 
Automated Systems: understand that automated systems require minimal human intervention; investigate use and nature of 
automated systems; differentiate between open versus closed-loop systems; know seven technological resources and how they 
are integrated into an open and closed loop system 
Troubleshooting: learn to problem solve methodically to identify the cause of a malfunction in a technological system 
Inventing: turn ideas and imagination into devices and systems 
Programming: describe the purpose of pseudocode and comments within a computer program 
Constructing: design, build, wire, and program both open and closed-loop systems; design, build, wire, and program both open 
and closed loop systems 
Engineering Team: understand roles and responsibilities of mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers who solve robotic 
problems 
Engineering Design: evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic process to determine how well they meet the 
criteria and constraints of the problem; define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to ensure 
a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people and the natural 
environment that may limit possible solutions; analyze data from tests to determine similarities and differences among several 
design solutions to identify the best characteristics of each that can be combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria 
for success; develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed object, tool, or process such 
that an optimal design can be achieved 
 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  meet two days weekly for one trimester 
 
HEALTH 
Text: Teen Health 2 – Glencoe/McGraw-Hill 
Personal Health: practice good hygiene; accept responsibility for making healthy behaviors part of a normal routine; 
recognize and accept differences in body types and maturation levels  
Physical Activity and Fitness: develop and initiate a personal fitness plan; observe safety rules during exercise; explore 
out of school activities that promote fitness and health 
Mental, Social, and Emotional Health: demonstrate characteristics that contribute to self-confidence and self-esteem; 
develop and use effective communication skills; avoid self-destructive behaviors; practice strategies for resisting negative 
peer pressure; help peers know when they should seek help from a parent or other trusted adult 
Nutrition: make healthy food choices in a variety of ways; compare caloric values of food according to the percentage of 
fat, protein, and the carbohydrates they contain; establish and maintain healthy eating practices  
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Harmful Substances: distinguish between helpful and harmful substances; differentiate between the use and misuse of 
prescription and non-prescription drugs; avoid, recognize, and respond to negative social influences to use alcohol and 
tobacco; use positive peer pressure to help counteract the negative effects of a living environment with harmful 
substances; exercise self-control 
 
READING ENRICHMENT 
Resource: Reading Detective by Block, Beckwith, Hockett, and White 
Stories and Worksheets: improve reading comprehension using higher level thinking skills; demonstrate skills using 
inferences, generalizations, similes, metaphors, idioms, personification  
 
VISUAL ARTS 
Artistic Perception: analyze and describe how the elements and principles of art contribute to the expressive qualities of 
students' own works of art 
Art Elements: discuss how the elements of art contribute to the expressive qualities of individual works of art 
Art Principles: discuss how the principles of design contribute to students' own works of art 
Creative Expression: use at least three different mediums 
Historical and Cultural Content: compare and contrast works of art from various periods, styles, and cultures; articulate how 
those works reflect the society 
Aesthetic Valuing: analyze works of art, including their own, according to the elements of art and principles of design 
Connections, Relationships, Applications: discuss professions related to the visual arts and specific skills needed for those 
professions 
 
PERFORMING ARTS ELECTIVES  meet three days weekly for the full year 
 
BAND 
Text: Essential Elements for Band – Book One by Lautzenheiser, Higgins, Menghini, Lavender, Rhodes, and Bierschenk  
Supplemental Text: Standard of Excellence: Festival Ensembles by Pearson and Elledge  
Care of Instrument: identify the different parts of chosen instrument; assemble and disassemble instrument with care and 
precision; clean and maintain the current condition of the instrument  
Rhythm: visually and aurally recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth notes; visually and aurally 
recognize quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests; perform rhythmic examples with accuracy of note durations; 
demonstrate rhythmic knowledge on chosen instrument  
Melody: recognize and perform notes in chosen instrument’s clef (treble or bass); demonstrate an understanding of basic 
fingering positions and airflow; maintain one’s melody within a group setting; analyze a score to determine which two parts are 
playing the same melody, and which instrument group should be in the forefront of the musical texture 
Technique: demonstrate one’s knowledge of the breathing apparatus through breathing exercises and repertoire; demonstrate 
one’s knowledge of tonguing through a variety of repertoire; maintain a consistent, well-supported tone; apply good posture 
through exercises and a variety of performance-ready pieces  
Expression: discuss and demonstrate how to incorporate various expressive elements into one’s playing, including dynamics, 
phrasing, tempi, and articulation  
Musical Symbols: recognize various musical symbols and terminology (e.g.: repeat signs, double bar lines, crescendos, 
decrescendos, and dynamics) 
Repertoire: Perform on an instrument a repertoire of instrumental literature representing various genres, styles, and cultures 
with expression, technical accuracy, tone quality, and articulation by oneself and in an ensemble setting  
 
CHOIR 
Text: A variety of individually selected pieces in various styles (e.g.: classical, jazz, spiritual, popular, folk, and multi-cultural 
music)  
Rhythm: visually and aurally recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth notes; visually and aurally 
recognize quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests; perform rhythmic examples with accuracy of note durations 
Melody: sing in unison, two, and three-part harmony, rounds, and partner songs; maintain in-tune singing with accompaniment 
or a cappella; introduce sight singing 
Technique: demonstrate one’s knowledge of the breathing apparatus through breathing exercises and repertoire; maintain a 
consistent, well-supported tone; apply good posture through warm-up exercises and a variety of performance-ready pieces; 
demonstrate healthy vocal resonance; introduce International Phonetic Alphabet 
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Expression: discuss and demonstrate how to incorporate various expressive elements into one’s singing including dynamics, 
phrasing, tempi, articulation, and text understanding 
Musical Symbols: recognize various musical symbols and terminology (e.g.: repeat signs, double bar lines, crescendos, 
decrescendos, dynamic symbols) 
 
DANCE 
Description: learn rules, procedures, etiquette, and vocabulary required for safe and effective participation in dance 
Skills: participate in a sequential introduction to dance techniques such as warm up, cool down, conditioning, stretching, and 
injury prevention; practice dance styles including modern, jazz, and world dance; design, improvise, and perform movement 
sequences; solve movement problems; produce choreographic projects 
 
 
ACTIVITIES  meet once weekly for the full year 
 
ADVANCED DRAWING 
In this class, students improve and expand their drawing skills, while broadening their ideas of what defines drawing. The 
students refine the technical and conceptual skills that are critical to the drawing process, while also developing communication 
and critical thinking skills. Art mediums include pencils, colored pencils, water-soluble colored pencils, scratchboard and ink.  
 
BOOK CLUB 
Book Club is geared toward students who enjoy reading and discussing books. During weekly meetings, students focus on 
assigned monthly reading genres.  Members participate in "Book Talks" which include book reviews.  In addition, students are 
encouraged to publish their individual reviews online.  Continuing in the tradition of the Class of 2014’s Book Club, this group 
provides books to those who have less access to books. 
 
CREATIVE WRITING CLUB 
In this dynamic writing workshop, students experience the benefits of creative expression through crafting and revising their 
own short stories, poems, and non-fiction essays. All writers are full participants in the “workshop” process. Students learn a 
variety of exercises focused on encouraging individual creativity. They also engage in the process of sharing and editing each 
other’s work in a non-judgmental environment. Discussions are devoted to analyses of students' work and that of professional 
writers. Students gain a greater knowledge of craft, enhanced approaches to revising their work, and a far better understanding 
of their own unique writing style. 
 
GARDEN CLUB 
The students in the Garden Club work together to maintain our school’s new garden.  They have the opportunity to engage in 
agricultural practices and learn the importance of caring for natural resources.  The course covers all aspects of growing 
including understanding soil structure, pruning techniques, plant identification, and harvesting.  The Garden Club students assist 
other Middle Division students in the care and nurturing of the garden.  
 
OCTOTHORPES  
The Octothorpes are members of the St. John's Math Team.  Group membership is by invitation and based upon test scores and 
teacher recommendations. The Competition Team participates in the UCI Math Counts Competition and the Sage Hill Math 
Invitational. 
 
PALs – PEER ASSISTANCE AND LEADERSHIP 
Peer Assistance and Leadership is available to 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students. The program is designed to be a peer support 
program. Students selected to be part of the PAL program serve as contacts for other students who may need someone to talk 
with or need help in other areas. PALs utilizes a study called “Success for Teens.” This study shows that success is not about 
"smarts, looks, or luck"; instead, it is about becoming the best possible person and making the most of one's talents and 
opportunities. The students are continually being trained to set good examples, meet new people, participate in charity work, 
and help others. PALs members are involved in a variety of activities on campus.  
 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
Student Council is the School's student governing body.  Members of Student Council are elected by their classmates.  Student 
Council members participate in leadership, decision making, event planning, school spirit activities, and serve as representatives 
to their peers. 
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STUDY HALL 
This course is designed to provide students with independent, quiet, study time.  Students are placed with other peers from the 
same grade level.  Study Hall provides students with a structured, scheduled, academic environment and the opportunity to 
complete assignments and access school resources. 
 
VIDEO PRODUCTION 
This class introduces the basics of video production while utilizing camcorders, video editing software, and digital workflows.  
Students study video technologies, basic equipment operation, video composition, audio production, and visual storytelling.  
Class members learn and practice pre-production, production, and post-production skills to produce videos.  Students 
experience assorted multimedia tools that can be used to enhance future education and work related projects and presentations. 
 
WORLD DRUMMING 
World drumming gives students an invaluable hands-on musical experience. Students play a variety of drums and other 
percussion instruments, and as an ensemble, experience the rhythms of Africa, Brazil, USA, and the Caribbean. After learning 
basic drumming techniques, students learn how to improvise and communicate with their peers in a non-verbal manner. This 
class builds important communication and listening skills, cooperative teamwork, and respect for others. 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
Step By Step Procedure 
Trimester One 
Engineering:  plan and construct huts using engineering process  
Science: follow the scientific method using a step by step approach; design graphs using collected data; sketch lab specimens 
using appropriate labeling  
English: read The Cay and identify survival skill methods 
Math: demonstrate knowledge of step by step procedure for balancing and solving equations 
Spanish: understand the architecture of Spanish verbs 
Mandarin: write the Chinese characters step by step in the correct stroke order 
History: learn the steps taken to consolidate power in the Middle Ages  
 
Passive Solar Homes 
Trimester Two 
Engineering: design and build a passive solar home using alternative resources 
Science: graph data collected on the heating and cooling of the structure 
English: research and identify different types of energy; compare and contrast passive and active solar energy; create a 
design plan for the build 
Math: calculate proportions according to appropriate house measurements; sketch dimensions of wall sizes in the solar house; 
measure and graph heating and cooling of homes 
Spanish: discuss the advancement of solar energy in Europe, specifically Spain; learn about power plant structures; examine the 
taxes and laws in place for solar power technology 
Mandarin: explore the passive solar homes used in China in the past and present 
History: learn the history and future of solar energy 
Visual Arts: demonstrate color theory using dark and light paper to represent the usage of heating and cooling  
 
Classification 
Trimester Three  
Science: prepare and illustrate the scientific names and samples of native California plant life by identifying plant species; 
formulate scientific process and hypothesis on local ecosystems; graph plants according to ecosystems; research alternative 
plant use among Native Americans 
English: classify genres within literature 
Math: plot and graph water consumption using histograms or line plots; measure the growth patterns of the different plants 
Spanish: understand the different verb tenses 
Mandarin: classify the areas in China where people speak Mandarin, Shanghainese, Cantonese, and other Chinese dialects 
History: classify the most significant inventions that changed history 
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Visual Arts: demonstrate one of the 4 seasons by creating 3-D masks using a variety of tools and materials (e.g.: mask form, 
paint brushes, hot glue guns, pipe cleaners, nature and recyclable items) 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES  
 
Catalina Marine Science Camp 
O'Neill Park: Plant Walk  
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EIGHTH GRADE 
 
MATHEMATICS – Algebra 1A, Algebra 1 
Text: Algebra 1A Course 3 – Saxon Publishers, Algebra 1 – Saxon Publishers  
Equations: solve equations using order of operation; evaluate polynomial, square root, and absolute value equations and 
inequalities 
Number Theory: classify real numbers; evaluate powers, roots, exponential, and rational expressions 
Algebra Foundations: convert, solve, simplify, and estimate expressions; interpret functions and relations; factor and solve 
quadratics 
Geometry: describe terms, properties, and relationships of lines, angles, and polygons; apply Pythagorean Theorem as it relates 
to distance formula; graph points, linear equations, and transformations; evaluate systems of equations and inequalities; 
calculate surface area and volume of geometric solids 
Measurement: convert between U.S. customary and metric system using unit multipliers; investigate and calculate perimeter 
and area of geometric shapes 
Probability: collect and display independent and dependent events; differentiate between graphs and plots; determine and 
predict trends from data 
Problem Solving: reason and analyze real world applications; solve systems of linear equations; formulate equations with two 
variables 
 
MATHEMATICS – Algebra 1 Honors 
Text: Algebra I –Merrill, Glencoe Publishers 
Numerical Patterns: identify algebraic and geometric sequences and series; analyze and apply equations to sequences and 
series 
Geometry: calculate area and volume using apothem and alternate formulas; investigate logical reasoning using inductive and 
deductive reasoning; calculate the distance and mid-point using two variables; use and apply angle bisector, angle and segment 
addition postulates; investigate similar triangles using AA, SSS, SAS; calculate geometric mean; find perimeters of similar 
figures 
Fractions: compare ratios; evaluate rational expressions and equations; investigate fractional exponents 
Money: interpret and solve word problems; calculate compounded interest and mixture problems 
Measurement: apply distance application of Pythagorean Theorem; use proportions to estimate distance; apply scientific 
notation to measure chemical and physics equations 
Addition: add matrices; investigate closure of addition with matrices 
Subtraction: subtract matrices  
Multiplication: multiply binomials and polynomials 
Division: factor polynomials; divide rational expressions using long division; investigate synthetic division; apply the rational 
root theorem 
Problem Solving: apply critical thinking skills to solve word problems and applications 
Number Theory: classify numbers into number groups, complex and imaginary 
Graphs: graph linear equations and inequalities; convert linear equations to slope intercept, point slope, standard form; graph  
parabolic equations and inequalities using standard and vertex form; identify axis of symmetry, y intercept, and solutions to 
quadratic equations; graph absolute values and inequalities using vertex form; identify correlations, relations, and functions 
Place Value: use negative exponents to represent place 
Properties: identify reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties 
Probability: measure central tendency; identify measure of variation; calculate probability compound events; understand odds 
versus probability 
Algebra: apply matrices to systems of equations; use point-slope and standard form; find composite functions; solve  joint 
variation equations; find successive discounts, percent change; solve matrices;  factor cubes; use distance formulas; solve 
radical equations; use critical thinking to problem solve 
Trigonometry: apply knowledge of cosine, sin, and tangent to solve right triangle; use law of sins and cosines appropriately to 
solve word problem applications; investigate the unit circle 
Logarithms: convert log and exponent forms of equations; expand and collapse log equations; convert log bases; solve simple 
log equations 
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LANGUAGE ARTS 
Text: Literature Level 8 - McDougal Littell, Grammar for Writing Level 8 - McDougal Littell, Wordly Wise 3000 Book 8 – 
Educators Publishing Service, Jane Schaffer Writing Program by Jane Schaffer 
Core Literature:  The Diary of Anne Frank (play adaptation) by Francis Goodrich and Albert Hackett, Flowers for Algernon 
by Daniel Keyes, Animal Farm by George Orwell, The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin 
Reading: appreciate selections representing various genres; recognize persuasive language and universal themes; evaluate story 
elements and author's style; consider themes and values in literature, literary structure, and techniques; utilize detail, sequence, 
main idea, and cause and effect relationships to draw conclusions from literary selections; analyze author's purpose, character's 
motivation, and structure of the text; identify conflict, theme, character, setting, foreshadowing, point of view, and literary 
devices (e.g.: simile, metaphor, symbolism); refine test taking skills 
Writing: write expository, narrative, persuasive, expressive, literary analysis, research, and career related documents; utilize 
and refine writing technique for the five paragraph essay; develop personal style of writing; establish main idea, thesis 
statement, supporting details, and consistent point of view; revise for word choice, sentence structure, and conventions 
Speaking and Listening: utilize discussion skills in Socratic seminars; prepare speech outline based upon chosen pattern of 
organization; deliver narrative, research, and persuasive presentations; recite poems; analyze oral presentations using 
appropriate criteria 
Language:  apply strategies for vocabulary acquisition; analyze synonyms, antonyms, denotation, and connotation to determine 
word meaning; use correct grammar and mechanics conventions; evaluate grammatical structures 
 
HISTORY-SOCIAL SCIENCE  
Text: United States History - Holt McDougal  
Core Literature:  A People's History of the United States: 1492-2001. - McCullough, David G. 1776. 
Map Skills: analysis of the United States upon inception through reconstruction of the Civil War; practice daily geography; 
classify geographical factors that influenced the development of the United States 
Settling the Americas: recall first Americans; observe European exploration; classify English colonization and development of 
Thirteen Colonies 
Struggle for Independence: identify the reasons for the American Revolution; analyze the struggle for independence; justify 
the actions of early Americans upon liberation from the tyranny of the English monarchy 
Establishing the Constitution: examine the three branches of government; demonstrate knowledge of each branch through 
Socratic seminars; collaborate in academic groups each branch and the power they each hold 
Democracy: estimate the changes in power between political parties; measure the changes America went through during the 
Age of Reform 
Age of Conflict/Expansion: recognize the shift in civil liberties through the Industrial Revolution; distinguish racial 
inequalities; summarize the expansion of slavery in the Southern Colonies and the schism associated with it; organize historical 
motives during the era of reconstruction 
Changing America and Expanding Horizons: predict the effects of industrialization and new age of politics; justify American 
Expansion through technology and westward expansion 
World War I to Cold War: observe the predicament and plight of the Great Depression; review America’s entrance into the 
great world wars; identify America’s entrance into the Cold War  
Special Projects: produce and report findings on Washington D.C. and Williamsburg trip through the creation of an album; 
teach peers the history behind their heritage through presentation 
 
SCIENCE 
Text: Focus on Physical Science – Prentice Hall 
Scientific Reasoning: understand and practice lab safety; demonstrate and apply scientific inquiry; develop formal lab write-
ups; convert metric measurements; apply accuracy, precision, and significant figures to scientific investigation; evaluate data 
using line, bar, and circle graphs; discuss science current events 
Introductory Physical Science: describe changes in matter; investigate organization and properties of elements and the 
Periodic Table; understand the structure of atoms as it applies to bonding; observe analyze, classify, and solve chemical 
reactions; explain Newton's Laws of Motion; discuss the relationship of force, motion, inertia, momentum, and velocity 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Movement: demonstrate walking, running, aerobics, Tae-Bo, yoga, and dance 
Fitness: participate in calisthenics, circuit training, and National Fitness Test   
Manipulative Skills: demonstrate ball skills (overhand and underhand throw, catch, kick, punt, trap, dribble, and volley) 
Organized Games: participate in flag football, volleyball, handball, basketball, soccer, track and field   
Social Development: develop self-confidence, positive self-image, cooperation, and fair play; respect and accept decisions 
made by game officials   
 
WORLD LANGUAGES 
 
MANDARIN meets four times weekly 
Text: Discovering Chinese, Volume III - Better Chinese 
Oral Language Development: refine Chinese pronunciations and produce the correct accent/tones; recognize accent/tone 
marks by listening; demonstrate skills in making phone conversations and ordering food; develop conversational skills using 
correct grammar in topics of: positions, professions, date and time, home, activities and hobbies, greetings and manners, school, 
health and body, animals and insects, food, and numbers 1- 10,000,000 
Vocabulary Development: recognize and comprehend vocabulary related to: positions, professions, date and time, home, 
activities and hobbies, greetings and manners, school, health and body, animals and insects, food, and numbers 1- 10,000,000; 
recite Chinese tongue-twisters; apply the correct usage of Chinese idioms in daily conversations; explain the meanings of 
Chinese idioms  
Written Language: note the colloquial use of 哪儿 and 哪里; describe where something is located; use 是…还是… for either-
or question form; use 点, 分, 半 to tell time; explain the difference between 来 and 去; the use of 都, 有, 又, 还有; the use of 先
…再… to make a complex sentence 
Cultural Awareness: list countries that speak Chinese and pinpoint them on a map; list and describe Chinese holidays, and 
their customs; compare and contrast Chinese and American holidays and customs; demonstrate the art of Chinese calligraphy 
and Chinese painting; describe what traditional Chinese clothing looks like; use Chinese idioms regularly in oral and written 
language 
 
SPANISH  meets four times weekly 
Text: ¡En Español! Uno - McDougal Littell  
Oral Language Development: practice and refine correct pronunciation and accent in conversations, oral 
presentations, and class participation; listen to target language spoken in class; participate in online resources 
Vocabulary Development: reinforce and comprehend more advanced vocabulary and grammar; describe 
weather and seasons; describe self and others, states of being, feelings and emotions; express possession; tell 
time and express dates including day, month, and year; identify numbers zero to one million and ordinal 
numbers; translate native idioms; apply various verbs and express past tense 
Written Language: conjugate ar, er, ir verbs and irregular verbs in present tense; conjugate stem changing 
verbs; apply the correct use of direct and indirect objects, reflexive verbs, affirmative commands, verbs in 
preterite and present progressive tenses, comparatives and superlatives, demonstrative adjectives, frequency 
adverbs, relative pronouns, verbs with prepositions, adverb formation; practice more advanced writing skills 
Cultural Awareness:  compile Cultural Participation and Research Project Portfolio; discuss current events; 
explore multi-cultural issues and various cultures of Spanish speaking countries; research famous Hispanics; 
explore holiday celebrations 
 
ENRICHMENT CLASSES  meet once weekly for the full year 
 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- Beyond Technology Education 
CEO Challenge - apply areas of technology to build a business 
Operating System: maintain file; run applications; use devises properly 
Word Processing: create, store, retrieve, and print text 
Desktop Publishing: design, layout, and produce documents for output on printer 
Database: collect data, retrieve, and manipulate data  
Multimedia: create projects using Microsoft PowerPoint 
Graphics: manipulate, display, and format pictures, diagrams, graphs, and symbols 
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Internet: access web, research topics, utilize proper internet etiquette 
 
RELIGION 
Text: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens by Sean Covey 
Worship: attend two chapel services per week, a monthly all-school chapel, or Holy Eucharist service  
Curriculum: learn and apply the “7 Habits” into the lives of the students through weekly experiential activities and journal 
assignments; examine fundamental themes and beliefs of major world religions through classroom lectures and student 
presentations 
 
ROAD TO HIGH SCHOOL PREP CLASS 
Health 
Text: Teen Health 3 – Glencoe/McGraw-Hill 
 Relationships-Teen years: differentiate between positive and negative peer pressure; understand the effects of peer pressure 
on decision making; practice anger management; practice conflict resolution; practice strategies to avoid physical, emotional, 
verbal, and sexual abuse; utilize effective strategies for self-protection; set goals to practice abstinence 
Communicable and Non-communicable Diseases: choose abstinence as the most effective way to avoid HIV and other 
STD’s; understand the different STD’s and practice abstinence and positive health behaviors to reduce the risk of disease 
Harmful Substances: participate in the drug program, Next Step; understand the effects of harmful substance abuse; choose 
healthy alternatives to substance abuse; identify ways to cope with or seek assistance when confronted with situations of 
substance abuse; identify ways to obtain help in resisting peer pressure to use harmful substances; use positive peer pressure to 
help counteract the negative effects of living in an environment with harmful substances; help peers know when they should 
seek help from a parent or other trusted adult 
Admissions: identify learning styles; prepare for the High School Entrance Examination; orient to the application process for 
private high schools 
 
ROBOTICS  Project Lead the Way Automation and Robotics 
Resources: VEX Robotics and Project Lead the Way LMS 
Algorithms: communicate solutions to a problem; create steps to solve the problems; create algorithms 
Robotics: investigate the history and use of robots; identify movement, degrees of freedom, and work envelope of robots; 
understand the relationship between degrees of freedom and work envelope; explore independent versus controlled robotic 
systems, computer operations of robotic systems, and the five main parts of a robotic systems (controller, program, manipulator 
and an end); study present robotic designs; investigate the future of robotics 
Mechanisms: investigate how mechanisms transmit movements so that the output movement is different from the input 
movement; demonstrate knowledge of change direction, speed, force, or type of movement; understand output, input, speed, 
torque, and reversible power 
Motion: investigate rotary and linear motion 
Gears: study the relationship between speed and torque; apply gear ratios; build and recognize simple, idle, worm and wheel, 
bevel, chain and sprocket, differential, lead screw, rack and pinion, universal, belt and pulley, crank and slider, cam and 
follower gears; outline flow of power, type of movement, speed; note if power is reversible 
Automated Systems: understand that automated systems require minimal human intervention; investigate use and nature of 
automated systems; differentiate between open versus closed-loop systems; know seven technological resources and how they 
are integrated into an open and closed loop system 
Troubleshooting: learn to problem solve methodically to identify the cause of a malfunction in a technological system 
Inventing: turn ideas and imagination into devices and systems 
Programming: describe the purpose of pseudocode and comments within a computer program 
Constructing: design, build, wire, and program both open and closed loop systems; design, build, wire, and program both open 
and closed loop systems 
Engineering Team: understand roles and responsibilities of mechanical, electrical, and computer engineers who solve robotic 
problems 
Engineering Design: evaluate competing design solutions using a systematic process to determine how well they meet the 
criteria and constraints of the problem; define the criteria and constraints of a design problem with sufficient precision to ensure 
a successful solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and potential impacts on people and the natural 
environment that may limit possible solutions; analyze data from tests to determine similarities and differences among several 
design solutions to identify the best characteristics of each that can be combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria 
for success; develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed object, tool, or process such 
that an optimal design can be achieved 
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PERFORMING ARTS ELECTIVES  meet three days weekly for the full year 
 
BAND 
Text: Essential Elements for Band – Book One by Lautzenheiser, Higgins, Menghini, Lavender, Rhodes, and Bierschenk  
Supplemental Text: Standard of Excellence: Festival Ensembles by Pearson and Elledge  
Care of Instrument: identify the different parts of chosen instrument; assemble and disassemble instrument with care and 
precision; clean and maintain the current condition of the instrument  
Rhythm: visually and aurally recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth notes; visually and aurally 
recognize quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests; perform rhythmic examples with accuracy of note durations; 
demonstrate rhythmic knowledge on chosen instrument  
Melody: recognize and perform notes in chosen instrument’s clef (treble or bass); demonstrate an understanding of basic 
fingering positions and airflow; maintain one’s melody within a group setting; analyze a score to determine which two parts are 
playing the same melody, which instrument group should be in the forefront of the musical texture 
Technique: demonstrate one’s knowledge of the breathing apparatus through breathing exercises and repertoire; demonstrate 
one’s knowledge of tonguing through a variety of repertoire; maintain a consistent, well-supported tone; apply good posture 
through exercises and a variety of performance-ready pieces  
Expression: discuss and demonstrate how to incorporate various expressive elements into one’s playing, including dynamics, 
phrasing, tempi, and articulation  
Musical Symbols: recognize various musical symbols and terminology (e.g.: repeat signs, double bar lines, crescendos, 
decrescendos, and dynamics) 
Repertoire: Perform on an instrument a repertoire of instrumental literature representing various genres, styles, and cultures 
with expression, technical accuracy, tone quality, and articulation by oneself and in an ensemble setting  
 
CHOIR 
Text: A variety of individually selected pieces in various styles (e.g.: classical, jazz, spiritual, popular, folk, and multi-cultural 
music)  
Rhythm: visually and aurally recognize and perform quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth notes; visually and aurally 
recognize quarter, half, whole, eighth, and sixteenth rests; perform rhythmic examples with accuracy of note durations 
Melody: sing in unison, two, and three-part harmony, rounds, partner songs; maintain in-tune singing with accompaniment or a 
cappella; introduce sight singing 
Technique: demonstrate one’s knowledge of the breathing apparatus through breathing exercises and repertoire; maintain a 
consistent, well-supported tone; apply good posture through warm-up exercises and a variety of performance-ready pieces; 
demonstrate healthy vocal resonance; introduce International Phonetic Alphabet 
Expression: discuss and demonstrate how to incorporate various expressive elements into one’s singing including dynamics, 
phrasing, tempi, articulation, and text understanding 
Musical Symbols: recognize various musical symbols and terminology, including (but not limited to) repeat signs, double bar 
lines, crescendos, decrescendos, dynamic symbols 
 
DANCE 
This dance course introduces students to rules, procedures, etiquette and vocabulary required for safe and effective participation 
in dance.  The course provides a sequential introduction to dance techniques such as warm up, cool down, conditioning, 
stretching, and injury prevention.  Students are introduced to a variety of dance styles including modern, jazz, and world dance.  
Students design, improvise, and perform movement sequences, solve movement problems and produce choreographic projects. 
 
 
 
ADVANCED ELECTIVES  meet once weekly for the full year 
 
MAKERS 
The Makers Class will focus on "constructivism", the theory of learning while doing.  The Maker philosophy of education 
encourages the novel applications of technologies.  This class encourages students to explore ways to create inventions based on 
the use of tools and materials provided.  The students deconstruct objects to find out how they work, then use "bread board", 
Arduino boards, 3 D printers, and electronics to program, construct, and invent. 
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS (MUN) 
Model United Nations is an academic simulation of the United Nations, where students act as delegates from various countries 
and debate important global issues. The competition simulates sessions of the General Assembly, Security Council, and other 
United Nations organizations. Participation in an MUN program is a valuable educational experience for students, giving them 
an opportunity to combine academic study with firsthand experience. Speaking and debating skills are strengthened through 
participation in MUN. Students will learn the fundamentals of effective public speaking and the art of argumentation through a 
variety of assignments, both prepared and impromptu.  Special emphasis will be placed on the use of logic, voice gestures, and 
organizational skills.  Many St. John’s graduates attend highly academic high schools which offer Model United Nations 
programs.   
  
PUBLICATIONS 
This course is designed to develop students’ skills in newspaper and yearbook production.  Students will be guided through 
writing editorials, columns, feature articles, reviews, captions, and headlines.  In addition, students will compose, construct and 
edit all elements of computerized text layout, graphic art, and digital photography.  The goal of the class is to publish the online 
school newspaper (The Cardinal Times) and the school yearbook. 
 
ROBOTICS CLUB - COMPETITION TEAM 
This class will take the Robotics class a little further by building more complex robots using the VEX IQ design system. The 
VEX Robotics Design System is the exclusive robotics platform offered to Project Lead the Way schools, bringing exciting 
opportunities for students including the chance to build with rigorous hands-on, project based robotics lessons.  In addition, the 
competition team will have access to participate in the VEX Robotics Competition, the largest and fastest growing middle and 
high school robotics competition in the world, allowing students to apply their robotics knowledge from the classroom in a 
unique, problem-solving environment. 
 
 
ACTIVITIES  meet once weekly for the full year 
 
ADVANCED DRAWING 
In this class, students improve and expand their drawing skills, while broadening their ideas of what defines drawing. The 
students refine the technical and conceptual skills that are critical to the drawing process, while also developing communication 
and critical thinking skills. Art mediums include pencils, colored pencils, water-soluble colored pencils, scratchboard and ink.  
 
BOOK CLUB 
Book Club is geared toward students who enjoy reading and discussing books. During weekly meetings, students focus on 
assigned monthly reading genres.  Members participate in "Book Talks" which include book reviews.  In addition, students are 
encouraged to publish their individual reviews online.  Continuing in the tradition of the Class of 2014’s Book Club, this group 
provides books to those who have less access to books. 
 
CREATIVE WRITING CLUB 
In this dynamic writing workshop, students experience the benefits of creative expression through crafting and revising their 
own short stories, poems, and non-fiction essays. All writers are full participants in the “workshop” process. Students learn a 
variety of exercises focused on encouraging individual creativity. They also engage in the process of sharing and editing each 
other’s work in a non-judgmental environment. Discussions are devoted to analyses of students' work and that of professional 
writers. Students gain a greater knowledge of craft, enhanced approaches to revising their work, and a far better understanding 
of their own unique writing style. 
 
GARDEN CLUB 
The students in the Garden Club work together to maintain our school’s new garden.  They have the opportunity to engage in 
agricultural practices and learn the importance of caring for natural resources.  The course covers all aspects of growing 
including understanding soil structure, pruning techniques, plant identification, and harvesting.  The Garden Club students assist 
other Middle Division students in the care and nurturing of the garden.  
 
OCTOTHORPES 
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The Octothorpes are members of the St. John's Math Team.  Group membership is by invitation and based upon test scores and 
teacher recommendations.  The Competition Team participates in the UCI Math Counts Competition and the Sage Hill Math 
Invitational.  
 
PALs – PEER ASSISTANCE AND LEADERSHIP 
Peer Assistance and Leadership is available to 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students. The program is designed to be a peer support 
program. Students selected to be part of the PAL program serve as contacts for other students who may need someone to talk 
with or need help in other areas. PALs utilizes a study called “Success for Teens.” This study shows that success is not about 
"smarts, looks, or luck"; instead, it is about becoming the best possible person and making the most of one's talents and 
opportunities. The students are continually being trained to set good examples, meet new people, participate in charity work, 
and help others. PALs members are involved in a variety of activities on campus. 
 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
Student Council is the student governing body at our school. Members of Student Council are elected by their classmates.  
Student Council members participate in leadership, decision-making, event planning, school spirit activities, and serve as 
representatives to their peers. 
 
STUDY HALL 
This course is designed to provide students with independent, quiet, study time.  Students are placed with other peers from the 
same grade level.  Study Hall provides students with a structured, scheduled, academic environment and the opportunity to 
complete assignments and access school resources. 
 
VIDEO PRODUCTION 
This class introduces the basics of video production while utilizing camcorders, video editing software, and digital workflows.  
Students study video technologies, basic equipment operation, video composition, audio production, and visual storytelling.  
Class members learn and practice pre-production, production, and post-production skills to produce videos.  Students 
experience assorted multimedia tools that can be used to enhance future education and work related projects and presentations. 
 
WORLD DRUMMING 
World drumming gives students an invaluable hands-on musical experience. Students play a variety of drums and other 
percussion instruments, and as an ensemble, experience the rhythms of Africa, Brazil, USA, and the Caribbean. After learning 
basic drumming techniques, students learn how to improvise and communicate with their peers in a non-verbal manner. This 
class builds important communication and listening skills, cooperative teamwork, and respect for others. 
 
 
STEAM INTEGRATION 
 
  
Building Blocks (Foundational Concepts)  
Trimester One 
History: identify reasons behind the War of 1812; analyze the inception of the English colonies; justify the three branches of 
government and validate their separation of powers 
Spanish: understand the architecture of Spanish verbs      
Science: practice lab safety; convert metric measurements; demonstrate data through graphing; apply the scientific method 
English: apply fundamental reading strategies; memorize Greek and Latin roots; identify literacy terms 
Mathematics: understand basic algebra concepts; integrate real world applications, identify key terminology 
 
Weathering the Storm 
Trimester One 
History: establish rules and laws in a society 
Spanish: research and understand native cultures in all locations 
Science: experiment with a water desalinization lab (Students for Safe Water) 
English: define leadership, qualities of a good leader, and how to choose a leader 
Mathematics: calculate daily water and food requirements for 100 pilgrims 
Religion: discuss moral obligations in a community 
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Informational Technology: research geography, weather, soil type, and possible crops for all locations 
 
 
 
Blast Off   
Trimester Two  
Engineering: apply "building blocks" to design and construct a water rocket; redesign rocket using knowledge gained during 
trial launch     
Mathematics: calculate force, mass, length, and acceleration; demonstrate understanding of unit conversions; graph launch data 
English: collaborate on group plan, and write instructions to build a water rocket 
Science: experiment with a Straw Lab, Propulsion Lab, and Parachute Lab to understand Newton’s Laws of Motion; learn and 
practice the Engineering Design Process; analyze data and critique STEAM process    
History: examine the history of NASA and its inception; evaluate the existence of NASA through the Cold War to present day 
Spanish: discuss the role and accomplishments of Rosa Obregon, Ellen Ochoa, and Franklin Chang-Diaz in the NASA Space 
Program; learn about each individual including their Hispanic backgrounds, educational history, and career at NASA through 
Discovery Education videos and NBC News video clips         
Informational Technology: complete computer simulations to understand thrust, acceleration, stability, drag, and center of 
gravity 
Art: embellish water rocket to reflect rocket name 
 
How Do We Get There - develop necessary skills to transition into high school 
Trimester Three 
Mathematics: demonstrate the ability to understand and articulate the steps in the mathematical process 
English: research career; articulate a personal plan of action; discriminate necessary information for development of research 
paper; prepare and deliver oral presentation on research findings 
Science: understand and practice accuracy, precision, and significant figures as it applies to scientific investigation 
History: recognize the schism between the North and South due to industrial growth; debate civic duty within a society 
Spanish: evaluate language choices for high school; review Spanish placement exam requirements 
 
 
FIELD STUDIES 
 
Williamsburg/Washington, DC  
Museum of Tolerance 
Applied Medical   
Crean College of Behavioral Sciences at Chapman University  
Catholic Worker  
 
 
 
  
 


